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Chapter 1

Introduction

Ion Nitriding

As an excerpt from the definitions given by the American Society for Metals [1] and the
DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung e.V. [2] nitriding may be defined as a heat treatment
involving diffusion, whereby nitrogen is introduced through the surface into the surface
area of a solid substrate. The goal of nitriding is to improve material properties as, for
example, surface hardness, wear resistance, and corrosion resistance. Correlative to the
medium from which nitrogen is supplied to the solid substrate the terms gas nitriding,
liquid nitriding and plasma nitriding are widely spread [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Consequently,
the term ion nitriding as it is used in this work, is intended to emphasize that nitrogen is
mainly supplied to the substrate by nitrogen ions. With this definition, ion nitriding is not
necessarily a synonym for plasma nitriding which is sometimes called ion nitriding as weIl
[7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. However, plasma nitriding has features of ion nitriding and vice versa
and synergies may be expected by systematical investigations of either of the processes.

Austenitic stainless steel

Stainless steel is a generic term covering a large group of polycrystalline iron-based alloys
that are commonly known for their corrosion resistance [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Their quota
of the world's total annual steel production is about 15%. Their main alloying elements are
chromium and nickel positioned in random solid solution with iron atoms on suhstitutional
sites within each grain. The chromium content of stainless steels normallyexceeds 12 wt.%,
resulting in the formation of a surface oxide layer that protects the metal matrix from
corrosion. The microstructure and properties depend on the composition and the heat
treatment. Three major classes that represent distinct types of alloy microstructure can be
distinguished. These major classes are austenitic, ferritic, and martensitic stainless steels
corresponding to face-centered-cubic, body-centered-cubic, and tetragonal crystallattice
structure, respectively. Owing to a particular good combination of material properties as,
for example, corrosion resistance, ductility, strength, and weIdability, the austenitic class
is the most popular one. The hardness of austenitic stainless steels, however, is fairly low
making them inappropriate for wear intensive applications.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Technological relevance, obstacles, and current status

From their combination of properties and their economical prominence originates the de
mand for successful surface hardening of austenitic stainless steel. While mere heat treat
ment processes as induction hardening or flame hardening fail, nitriding is a potential
method. It is known from ion implantation [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] and nitrogen aIloy
ing [25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] that nitrogen may have diverse beneficial effects, among them
improving hardness, strength, and corrosion properties.

However, stainless steels are known as difficult candidates for successful nitriding, that
is, nitriding resulting in a significant increase of the surface hardness without severely
impairing the corrosion properties. Their surface oxide layer is supposed to be a barrier for
nitrogen diffusion. Additionally, at typical nitriding temperatures above 5000 e, austenitic
stainless steels lose their stainless character due to the formation of chromium nitride
precipitates and the corresponding depletion of chromium from the metal matrix.

Nonetheless, by now it is established that austenitic stainless steels can be nitrided
successfuIly. At moderate nitriding temperature around 4000 e, distinct techniques as,
for example, low energy ion implantation, plasma nitriding by means of a conventional
glow-discharge, and remote plasma nitriding techniques, that is, techniques uncoupling
the generation of a plasma from the substrate as, for example, plasma immersion ion
implantation, have been employed successfully [31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42,
43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57,58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66,67,
68, 69, 70, 71, 72]. All these techniques have a common feature: They employ energetic
nitrogen ions. From a technological point of view, besides economical aspects, the key
question is [73]: Is there is a dear advantage of a particular technique or set of processing
conditions? The answer to this question is related to the understanding of the induced
surface modifieation. Neither the nitrogen transport nor the struetural formation during
sueeessful nitriding of austenitie stainless steels is weIl understood. In partieular the lack
of understanding of transport phenomena leads to limited reproducibility when sueeessful
nitriding of austenitic stainless steel is tried to be performed on an industrial sealeI.

Purpose, methods, and outline

The purpose of this work is to improve the understanding of the surfaee modification in
dueed on austenitie stainless steel during nitriding by techniques that employ energetic
nitrogen ions. The foeus is on the identifieation and eharacterization of transport mecha
nisms relevant for ion nitriding. Special emphasis is given to the role of the surfaee oxide
layer.

Ion nitriding by low energy ion implantation has been chosen for material modifieation
and has been set up such that the modification process is unequivoeally deseribed by a
reasonable number of relevant proeessing parameters. Additionally, the relevant processing
parameters are dosely eoupled to physical parameters and can be varied independently.
With these features the premise for a feasible deseription of the material modifieation in

1A reliable reference is difficult since any company offering surface treatment is obviously unwilling to
admit that a. process does not work satisfa.ctorily.
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terms of physics is fulfilled. In order to gain experimental data, ion nitrided samples have
been analyzed by x-ray diffraction, slow positron implantation spectroscopy, glow discharge
optical emission spectroscopy, and the ion beam analysis techniques elastic recoil detection
analysis and nuclear reaction analysis. An experiment has been set up that combines ion
nitriding by low energy ion implantation with elastic recoil detection analysis. This com
bined experiment allows for real-time measuring of absolute concentration depth profiles
of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen during the modification process. Thus, it already meets
two out of four research needs on process control and material inspection instrumentation
identified in the American Society for Metals Heat Treating Technology Roadmap towards
its Vision 2020 [74], that is, direct real-time method of measuring carbon (nitrogen) in the
heat treated part and sensor to determine whether a part's surface is clean enough to be
correctly carburized (nitrided). Furthermore, transport models that allow for quantitative
predictions are resumed and refined. Modeling results are compared to experimental data
in order in order to characterize relevant transport mechanisms.

The work is structured as folIows: In Chapter 2 fundamental transport concepts and
phenomena and approaches to transport modeling are introduced. In Chapter 3 details are
presented concerning the material under investigation, the material modification process,
and the ion beam analytical techniques. In Chapter 4 experimental and modeling results
are presented and discussed. Issues that are directly addressed include:

• The structural nature of the nitrogen enriched layer.

• The diffusion mechanism of nitrogen.

• The role of potential incorporation and release mechanisms.

• The evolution of the thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer.

• The role of the surface oxide layer.

Chapter 5 provides a summary.



Chapter 2

Fundamentals

2.1 Basic considerations on transport

Premises and important measures

In ion nitriding, by its definition, nitrogen gets incorporated into the substrate by ion
implantation. The system becomes unstable in terms of thermodynamies. New phases
may form and a nitrogen enriched layer, with a thickness that can easily exceed the typical
implantation depth by orders of magnitude, results from diffusional transportl. In this
work, the incident nitrogen ion beam can be considered as homogenous over the lateral
extension of the substrate. The substrate itself can be considered as flat and its lateral
extension as large compared to the modification depth. Grain boundary diffusion2 as weIl
as lateral inhomogenities3 are neglected. Thus, the nitrogen transport can be described
one-dimensionaIly, for example, in terms of one-dimensional bulk diffusion in a semi-infinite
solid in connection with a source term that represents the flux or, more rigorously, the flux
density of implanted nitrogen.

The most important transport measure is the time and depth dependent nitrogen con
centration N (x, t). Related transport measures are the rate with which nitrogen is retained
in the substrate jret (t), and the amount of retained nitrogen Nret (t). The compositional
and structural changes that are induced in the substrate may also be influenced by gas
solid interaction, for example, in case a surface oxide forms on the solid surface due to
oxidation frorn the residual gas. Thus, measures as above, but referring to oxygen, are
other important transport measures.

IThe typical implantation depth is in the order of a few nanometers while the thickness of the nitrogen
enriched layer may easily exceed a micrometer.

2Grain boundary diffusion can be neclected for spatial considerations and since the high nitrogen
concentrations are observed within grains and not preferentially near grain boundaries.

3Lateral inhomogenities, more precisely a thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer that depends on the
grain orientations, are somtimes observed by others [75, 67]. These observation will be considered to a
certain extent where experimental and modeling results are discussed.

5



6 Chapter 2. Fundamentals

Classification in the context of plasma nitriding

The techniques that have been employed successfully for nitriding of austenitic stainless
steel have the common feature that they involve nitrogen ions with kinetic energies that
significantly exceed thermal energies. Thus, it is evident that the description of transport
is not limited to equilibrium thermodynamics. Concepts from ion/plasma physics and the
interaction of ions/plasma with the gas phase and the solid phase are of potential relevance
as weIl. As indicated in Figure 2.1, a complicated network of interdependencies will have
to be considered if the solid surface is directly exposed to a plasma (as, for example,
in plasma nitriding by means of a conventional glow-discharge or in plasma immersion
ion implantation). During ion nitriding by means of low energy ion implantation the

ditTusion
phase fonnation8.f

8
\

/
G

Figure 2.1: Media (UPPER CASE) and fields of physics (Iower case) involved in
plasma nitriding. Not explicitely mentioned are the interactions of the plasma with
the neighboring media.

solid surface is not directly exposed to a plasma. No interaction of the plasma with the
surrounding media has to be considered. Normally, ion-gas interaction can be neglected as
weIl. Owing to the facts that (i) the solid phase is usually not in thermal equilibrium with
the gas phase and that (ii) austenitic stainless steel itself is already a metastable material
(usually austenitic stainless steel gets quenched from temperatures around 1l00°C in order
to retain the austenitic phase [14]), concepts from ion-solid interaction and diffusion
do receive more attention in this work than concepts from phase formation and gas-solid
interaction. For other materials or nitriding setups it will be interesting to consider the
latter concepts as weIl as aspects of plasma interactions in greater detail. The interested
reader is referred, for example, to Refs. [76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 87, 88, 89]
and references therein.



2.2. Ion-solid interaction

2.2 Ion-solid interaction

2.2.1 Basic mechanisms

7

Energetic ions impinging on a solid substrate may either be reflected, or implanted,
that is, slowed down to thermal velocities within the substrate. AdditionaIly, they may
dispiace substrate atoms from their original lattice sites and remove atoms from the
substrate. These four mechanisms are of potential relevance for the understanding of the
nitrogen transport during ion nitriding.

A qualitative understanding of the above mechanisms can be attained by a purely
collisional argumentation considering the interaction of an ion with the sampIe nudeL In
an amorphous solid this interaction can be described in terms of aseries of independent
elastic binary collisions between the ion and the substrate atoms4• In every collision the
ion transfers energy and momentum to a substrate atom and changes it flight path. The
resulting stochastic polygonal trajectory of the ion may end inside the solid or it may cross
the substrate surface before the ion is slowed down to thermal velocities. Respectively,
the ion may either be implanted or reflected. The energy transferred from the ion to the
substrate atoms can be sufficient to displace the atoms from their originallattice sites and
the displaced atoms themselves can have enough energy to displace other substrate atoms
resulting in a collision cascade. If an atom that is located dose to the surface experiences
amomenturn transfer with amomenturn component directed towards the surface it may
be removed from the substrate. The latter mechanism is usually called physical sputtering
or simply sputtering.

For a quantitative description the elastic binary collisions can be described in terms
of dassical scattering of a charged partide at an effective screened CouIomb-Potentia15.

Cross sections and kinematics of the scattering events are weIl known. Additional to
the interaction of the ion with the substrate nudei the interaction of the ion with the
substrate electrons has to be considered. The latter does not lead to significant changes in
the flight path, but contributes to the slowing down of the ion. Analytical results, applying
for different energy and mass regimes, exist for the amount of energy lost due to either
interactions with the nudei [91] or electrons [92, 93, 94]. Usually, these results enter into
analytical expressions that have been shown to be applicable for a quantitative description
of the above four mechanisms [95, 96, 97, 98]. Thus, in principle, analytical expressions
for a quantitative description of reflection, implantation, displacements, and sputtering are
available. Their applicability, however, often suffers from a complicated structure and a
restricted range of validity with respect to the ion-substrate combinations and the energy
regime.

4valid for ion energies above Rl lOOeV [90].
svalid for ion energies insufficient to overcome the repulsive Coulomb barrier oe the nuclei, that is, ion

energies below Rl 1MeV.



8 Chapter 2. Fundamentals

2.2.2 Computer simulation programs

For practical purposes it is often more adequate to use computer simulation programs
as, for example, SRlM [91, 99], PROFILE [100], TRlMCSR [101, 102], and TRlDYN
[103, 104, 105]. In this work, SRlM and TRlDYN are extensively applied to estimate
backscattering yields, sputtering yields, and projected ranges.

In both programs, SRlM and TRlDYN, the incoming ions are characterized by their
mass, their atomic number, their kinetic energy, and their angle ofincidence. The substrate
is characterized by its composition, its density6, and the binding energies of the target
atoms, namely the displacement energy Ed , the surface binding energy Es, and the lattice
or bulk binding energy Eb• Ed is the energy that a target atom needs to overcome the
lattice forces and to form a stable Frenkel pair. Es is the energy that a target atom must
overcome to leave the surface of the target. Eb is the energy that every substrate atom
loses when it leaves it lattice site and collides with other substrate atoms.

The surface binding energy is a key parameter for sputtering, which plays an important
role in ion nitriding. For most elemental substrates SRlM and TRlDYN provide reasonable
values of Es as defaults. Alternatively, the heat of sublimation is a good estimate for
this energy. For multicomponent targets the choice of the surface binding energy is more
complicated. Reasonable values can be obtained by considering that the sum of the surface
binding energies must be consistent with the thermodynamic balance. For a two component
metal-gas compound AmBn, where B is the gaseous element, it follows [105] that

1
mEs (A) + nEs(B) = mlJ.Hs (A) + 2n IJ.Hm(B) + IJ.Hr (AmBn) , (2.1)

where IJ.Hs (A) denotes the sublimation enthalpy of A, IJ.Hm (B) the molecular bind
ing energy of B, and IJ.Hr (AmBn) the compound formation enthalpy of AmBn. Taking
Es (A) = IJ.Hs (A) for the pure metal, Es (B) can be easily calculated.

SRlM

Figure 2.2 shows selected results of SRlM simulations for nitrogen ions impinging per
pendicular on an iron substrate7 with a density of 7.98 g/cm3• The nitrogen depth profile
resulting for atomic nitrogen ions with a kinetic energy Ein = 1 keV is shown in Figure 2.2a
(normalized with respect to the ion fluence). The nitrogen depth profile is gaussian-like,
which is generally the case for small fluences of monoenergetic ions. Fluctuations of the
nitrogen concentration versus depth are due to the statistical nature of the simulation. The
mean value of the nitrogen depth distribution is called the mean projected range Hp. Here,
&. amounts to 2.4 nm. In the energy range of direct interest in this work (Ein = 0.2- 2 keV)
Rp shows an approximately linear dependence ofthe incident ion energy (Figure 2.2b). The
amount of backscattered ions and atoms removed from the substrate surface are expressed

IlThroughout this work a density assumption has been made in simuIating ion-solid interaction as weil
as in evaluating ion beam analysis data. This has been done in order to arrive at the more descriptive
depth unit of nm instead of at·/ern?

7For the present purpose such a substrate is a good approximation for most austenitic stainless steels.
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Figure 2.2: Selected results of SRIM simulations for atomic nitrogen ions im
planted into iron (density 7.98 g/cm3 and default values for the binding energies,
that is, Ed = 25eV, Es = 4.34eV, Eh = 3eV). (a) nitrogen depth profile normal
ized with respect to the ion fluence resulting for Ein = 1 keV, (b) mean projected
range versus ion energy, (c) sputtering yield of iron versus ion energy, (d) backscat
tering yield of nitrogen versus ion energy. 5000 projectiles were calculated for each
ion energy.

in terms of a mean number per incident particle8 as the backscattering yield YbB and the
sputtering yield :Ysp , respectively [90]. These measures show more complex dependences on
the incident ion energy as illustrated in Figures 2.2c and Figure 2.2d. The sputtering yield
increases almost linear with the logarithm of Ein from zero at a threshold energy Ein =Ed
up to a maximum value around a few keV, from where it decreases. The backscattering
yield shows a similar dependence at a lower yield level and shifted to lower energies.

Since SRlM, in contrast to TRlDYN, does not consider any kind of dynamic substrate
changes that are induced by the ion bombardment, its applicabiIity is limited to cases
where these changes are negligible as, for example, at low ion fluences.

8For bombardment with monoatomic molecular ions, each incident atom is generally counted separately
[90].
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TRlDYN

Chapter 2. Fundamentals

TRIDYN considers dynamic substrate changes and it is even possible to employ surface
binding energies that depend on the near surface composition:

(2.2)

(2.3)

where Ans and Bns are the near surface concentrations of element A and element B, re
spectively. Taking again EAA = b..Hs (A) and choosing EBB = 0, neglecting any chemistry
between the gas atoms, EAB can be calculated [105] according to

1 m+n m+n
EAB = 2b..Hs (A) +~ßHm (B) + 2nm ßHr (AmBn) .

Figure 2.3 shows selected results of a TRIDYN simulation, again for atomic nitro
gen ions, Ein = 1 keV, impinging perpendicular on an iron substrate with a density of
7.98g/cm3 • Since for an interstitial solid solution ofnitrogen (refer to Section 4.1) the com
pound formation enthalpy is not weIl known, EFeFe = ßHs (Fe) = 4.34eV, ENN = OeV,
and EFeN = ENFe = 1 eV have been assumed. The latter corresponds roughly to the
diffusion activation energy of nitrogen (refer to Section 4.2). Figure 2.3a shows nitrogen
depth profiles after selected ion fluences. For high fluences the depth profiles tend towards
a stationary state. Such a behavior can be considered as a general feature of material
modification by ion implantation if the modification parameters are constant. Close to the
surface, the stationary state nitrogen depth profile exhibits a concentration that is much
smaller than the maximum nitrogen concentration. This feature indicates that nitrogen is
sputtered preferentially [106], that is, the ratio of the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen 
defined as the average number of nitrogen atoms removed per incident particle - and the
near surface concentration of nitrogen, is higher than the corresponding ratio for iron. In
other terms, the ejection probability of nitrogen relative to its near surface concentration
is higher than the one of iron. Figure 2.3b shows the amount of retained nitrogen versus
the ion fluence, Figure 2.3c the near surface concentration9 of nitrogen and iron versus the
ion fluence, and Figure 2.3d the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen and iron versus the ion
fluence. Consistent with the fact that the nitrogen depth profile tends towards a stationary
state, in all cases the respective measures tend towards a stationary value. .Aß expected
for preferential sputtering of nitrogen, the ratio of the stationary partial sputtering yield
of nitrogen and the stationary near surface concentration of nitrogen is much higher than
the respective ratio for iron.

9Here the near surface concentration has been chosen as the mean concentration in the first 0.5 nm
corresponding to the depth interval from where sputtered atoms originate, that is, the topmost 2 to 3
atomic layers [90].
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Figure 2.3: Selected results of a TRIDYN simulation for atomic nitrogen ions,
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surface concentration of nitrogen and iron vs. ion fluence, (d) partial sputtering
yield of nitrogen and iron vs. ion fluence. Surface binding energies of nitrogen
(Es(N)) and iron (Es(Fe)) depending on the near surface composition have been
employed.
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2.3 Diffusion

Diffusion can be described by a generalized form of Fick's law10 [107]

(2.4)

where ii denotes the diffusion flux density in units of atoms/m2s, Ci the concentration in
units of atoms/m3, mi the thermal mobility in units of Nm/s, Gi the chemical potential of
a diffusing element i in units of Nm, and x the depth in units of m. Fick's law can only
be used in a steady-state regime, that is, when the diffusion Bux of element i at depth x is
independent of time t.

2.3.1 "Simple" diffusion

8 82

8t N (x, t) = D 8x2 N (x, t) , (2.5)

where N (x, t) is the time and depth dependent nitrogen concentration and D is the dif
fusivity or the diffusion coefficient of nitrogen. D depends on temperature according to

In ion nitriding one often deals with single-phase substrates with thermal mobilities of sub
strate atoms that are negligible compared to the thermal mobility of nitrogen. For species
that obey a conservation law, Equation 2.4 can be transformed - assuming concentration
independent diffusion - into a second-order partial differential equation often called Fick's
second law

(2.6)

where Do is the pre-exponential factor of diffusion, E A the activation energy, k the Boltz
mann constant, and T the temperature. In the atomic picture of a diffusion jump Do is
independent of temperature and can be expressed in terms of the mean jump distance
ao and the vibration or attempt frequency Vo as Do = (1/6) a~ Vo. The term e-EA/ kT is
the probability for a successful attempt and the activation energy EA is the height of the
potential energy wall that the diffuser has to overcome in a jump event.

Relatively simple analytical solutions of Equation 2.5 are available for a number of
different initial and boundary conditions. An idealized case that will be considered in this
work is diffusion at constant surface concentration and zero initial concentration (N (x, t) =
oat t = 0 for x> 0 and N (0, t) = constant at t > 0). In this case of "simple" diffusion
the solution of Equation 2.5 is

N(x, t) = N(0, t) x (1 -erf2Jm) , (2.7)

where erf is the error function. Figure 2.4 shows depth profiles calculated according to
Equation 2.7. The shape of the depth profile is called error functional. It is characteristic

lODriving forces other than the gradient in the chemical potential are not considered.
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Figure 2.4: A schematic example of the shape of nitrogen depth profiles assuming
"simple" nitrogen diffusion.

for "simple" diffusion in a single phase substrate. Other characteristics of"simple" diffusion
are (i) the depth at which the concentration remains constant varies with the square root
of time and (ii) the amount of the diffuser that is introduced into the substrate per unit
area varies with the square root of time [108].

2.3.2 Trapping

A mechanism that has not been considered so far, but which is relevant for the diffusional
transport in ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steel, is trapping. '!'rapping is characterized
by the fact that the diffusing species exists in different states, that is, it occupies at least two
types of lattice sites (compare Figure 2.5). In case of trapping the equation of continuity
does apply for the total amount of the diffuser, but not for the amount of the diffuser in
either of the different states. Considering nitrogen as a diffuser that can be present either
on diffusion sites where it can diffuse or on trap sites where it can not diffuse, Equation
2.5 becomes:

888 ~
öt N (x, t) = öt Nd (x, t) + 8t Nt (x, t) = D 8x2 Nd (x, t) , (2.8)

where Nd (x, t) and Nt (x, t) denote the time and depth dependent concentration of nitro
gen on diffusion sites and trap sites, respectively. Assuming further that

• only one type of trap sites exist,

• the concentration of trap sites is constant in time and depth,

• every trap site can only bind one atom,
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(2.9)

depth

Figure 2.5: A schematic diagram enlightening the meaning of a diffusion site and
a trap site. Trap sites are sites that expose a higher binding energy than diffusion
sites. E l - E2 and E l - E3 are the diffusion activation energy E d of nitrogen on
diffusion sites and the detrapping activation energy E Hd of nitrogen on trap sites.
respectively. X2 - Xl is the diffusion jump distance.

• the detrapping energy is independent of the fraction of oeeupied traps,

• loeal thermal equilibrium [109] exits between nitrogen on diffusion sites and nitrogen
on trap sites,

• trapping and detrapping are diffusion eontrolled [110] and follow first-order kinetics,

the trap term in Equation 2.8 ean be expressed as

a () () ( Nt (x, t))at Nt x, t = kd-.;.t Nd x, t 1 - H
t

(..x, t) - kt-.;.d Nt (x, t)

where H t (x, t) denotes the eoneentration of trap sites in the host matrix, kd-.;.t a rate
eonstant for trapping, that is for the transition of nitrogen from a diffusion site to a trap
site, and kt-.;.d a rate constant for detrapping, Le. for the transition of nitrogen from a
trap site to a diffusion site. Thus, in ease trapping oeeurs the diffusion is described by
a set of two eoupled differential equations (Equation 2.8 and Equation 2.9). Usually,
this set of equations cannot be solved analytically. However, assuming again constant
surface eoneentration and zero initial eoncentration, it ean be deduced from analytical
eonsiderations [111] that near a total eoncentration similar to the trap eoneentration the
total depth profile will exhibit a relatively sharp division between an error funetional and
an exponential dependenee if (i) the diffusion sites are weIl separated in energy from the
trap sites and (ii) the surface coneentration is mueh higher than the trap eoneentration.
Tbis feature is illustrated in Figure 2.6. From tbe surface down to the depth where tbe
coneentration is approximately H t (x, t) tbe total depth profile decreases eITor funetional
with a eoneentration offset equal to tbe trap coneentration. Close to the deptb where the
total concentration equals tbe trap eoncentration tbe shape of tbe depth proffie turns from
eITor functional to a more steeply decreasing exponential.
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Figure 2.6: A schematic example for a depth profile under the influence of traps.
The dotted data represent a depth profile that actually has been calculated using
the computer code PIDAT (confer to Section 2.4).

If trapping occurs, it is reasonable to define an apparent diffusion coefficient, which
is approximately D if almost all trap sites are occupied (Nt (x, t) / Ht (x, t) ~ 1) and
equal to D (Nd (x, t) /Nt (x, t» if the fraction of occupied trap sites is much less than
unity (Nt (x, t) / Ht (x, t) ~ 1) [112]. This dependence of the apparent diffusion coefficient
is due to the fact that at diffuser concentrations lower than the trap concentration, the
diffusional transport is not limited by the jump frequency of the diffuser on diffusion sites,
but by the escape frequency from trap sites [112].
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2.4 Approaches to transport modeling

2.4.1 The time and depth dependent concentration

Modeling approaches that describe the full time and depth dependence of the concentration
of an implanted element that diffuses under the influence of trapsll have been developed,
for example, by Möller et al. [113] and Myers et al. [109]. In this work the baseline of their
formalisms is picked up: The time and depth dependence of the concentration is described
by a combined set of diffusion and trapping equations in connection with a source term
S(x, t) = jin h(x), where jin is the flux of incident energetic nitrogen atoms (per unit
area and unit time) and h(x) is the projected range distribution of nitrogen. Nitrogen is
assumed to be implanted on diffusion sites resulting in the combined set of equations

B ~ B
Bt Nd (x, t) = D Bx2 Nd(x, t) + S(x, t) - Bt Nt(x, t),

B ( Nt (x, t))
Bi Nt (x, t) = kd~t Nd (x, t) 1 - H

t
(x, t) - kt-td Nt (x, t) (2.11)

The trapping coefficient kd~t and the detrapping coefficient kt-td are chosen as kd~t =
41frtHDoe-Ed/kT and kt~d = 41frtHDoe-EHd/kT, respectively, where rt denotes a char
acteristic capture radius of an individual trap site taken as the lattice constant, H the
concentration of host atoms, Do the pre-exponential factor of diffusion, Ed the diffusion
activation energy, and Et-td the detrapping activation energy. The boundary condition at
the surface is of essential influence for the solution of the above set of equations. Only
for some idealized boundary conditions and source terms analytical solutions can be given
[114, 65], otherwise the solution requires numerical methods. In this work the computer
program PIDAT [115] has been employed in connection with the GEAR package [116, 117]
to solve the set of equations12• An example of a depth profile calculate using PIDAT has
already been shown in Figure 2.6. Time and depth dependent modeling of the nitrogen
concentration under the influence of traps - extended towards the consideration of two
nitrogen isotopes - will be presented in Section 4.1 in order to reveal information on the
nitrogen diffusion mechanisms.

2.4.2 The retention rate

The nitrogen retention rate jret(t) is given by the difference of the flux of nitrogen incorpo
rated through the surface into the substrate jinc and the flux of nitrogen released through
the surface jrel

jret(t) = jinc(t) - jrel(t), (2.12)

with jret(t), jinc(t), and jrel(t) in units of at./cm2s. As indicated in Figure 2.7 in ion ni
triding, by its definition, the term jinc will be dominated by the flux of incident energetic

11For the diffusional transport under the influence of traps the assumptions listed in Section 2.3 are
marle.

12Many thanks to Prof. W. Möller for providing the program.
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substrate

diffusion
.. ..

Figure 2.7: A scheme showing mechanisms with potential relevance for incorpora
tion and release of nitrogen. jinc is the incorporated nitrogen flux, jreI is the released
nitrogen flux, and jin is the energetic nitrogen flux impinging on the surface. jab'
and jrimp are the nitrogen f1uxes resulting from absorption, and recoil implantation,
respectively. jbs, he, jsp, and jse are the nitrogen fluxes resulting from backscatter
ing, desorption, sputtering, and spontaneous emission, respectively. All fluxes are
given in units of nitrogen atoms per unit area and unit time.
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nitrogen jin. On the other hand backscattering, and sputtering are always associated with
ion implantation and will contribute to the flux of released nitrogen. Other mechanisms
as, for example, absorption from and desorption to the residual gas, recoil implantation
of adsorbed nitrogen, and spontaneous emission of nitrogen may, in principle, contribute
to the incorporated, respectively released nitrogen flux. The identification and characteri
zation of the relevant incorporation and loss mechanisms will be a subject of Section 4.3.

2.4.3 The evolution of the layer thickness

Another modeling approach considers the evolution of the layer thickness during diffusion
limited layer growth at (i) constant surface concentration, (H) a diffusion coefficient D inde
pendent of time, and (iii) a constant surface recession rate. In Equation 2.7, x-coordinates
at which the concentration remains constant with time, evolve according to

x = 2ß.Ji5i, (2.13)

where ß is a constant [108]. Defining the layer thickness X as the distance between the
surface and the depth, at which the concentration has dropped to half of the surface
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concentration, ß is 0.5 [85]13 and the layer thickness evolves in time according to

x = v'Dt. (2.14)

Taking the derivative of Equation 2.14 with respect to time, the layer growth rate is given
by

dX v75
dt = 20'

or by (solve Equation 2.14 for 0 and substitute in Equation 2.15)

dX D
dt = 2X·

(2.15)

(2.16)

Equation 2.16 is also known as Wagner's equation [118, 119]. It predicts the evolution ofthe
layer thickness during diffusion limited layer growth at (i) constant surface concentration
and (ii) D independent of time (no phase transformation). During surface modification
processes that involve ion bombardment, surface recession due to sputtering takes place.
At constant processing parameters and constant surface concentration the surface recession
rate iSR can be considered as constant. The net growth rate of the layer can be expressed
by a linear superposition of Equation 2.16 and the surface recession rate:

dX D .
dt = 2X -JSR· (2.17)

(2.18)

Thus, as shown in Figure 2.8, the evolution of the layer thickness during diffusion limited
layer growth at (i) constant surface concentration, (ii) a diffusion coefficient D independent
of time, and (iii) a constant surface recession rate, is dominated by a parabolic term for
small layer thicknesses. With increasing layer thickness a deviation from the parabolic
behavior becomes more and more prominent. At a certain point the growth term and
the surface recession term come to equilibrium, that is, the thickness of the layer becomes
stationary. Setting dX/dt = 0 the stationary thickness X stat is given by

D
X stat = -.-.

2JSR

It should be noted here that a similar approach - which also accounts for multiple mono
phase layers - has been presented recently by Dimitrov et al. [119, 120, 121, 122]. Dimitrov
et al. also suggested to calculate first D from the parabolic part of the evolution of the
layer thickness (relatively short times, respectively smalilayer thicknesses) using Equation
2.16, and then iSR by fitting Equation 2.17 to the complete time dependence (including
relatively long times respectively large layer thicknesses) of the layer thickness [122]. In
this work the approach will be applied following this suggestion (Section 4.4). Additionally,
in Section 4.5, a refined approach that distinguishes between rate of supply limited growth
and diffusion limited growth will be presented and applied in order to model the evolution
ofthe surface oxide layer thickness during ion nitriding.

l3note tbat erf(0.5) s::::s 0.5.
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Figure 2.8: A schematic example of the evolution of the layer thickness for (i) dif
fusion limited growth (dashed line, Equation 2.16) and (ii) diffusion limited growth
at constant surface recession (solid line, Equation 2.17). D = 2 X 10-1 crn2/s and
JSR = 1 X 10-5 ernls have been assumed.
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Material and experimental methods

3.1 Material

In this work grade AISI 316 steel has been chosen as a representative of austenitic stainless
steels1. Solution annealed, drawn rods of about 30 mm diameter were purchased from Fry
Steel Company, Santa Fe Springs, CA2. The composition according to the certificate of
test is given in Table 3.1 together with the composition range required according to the
AISI 316 specification [123].

Element Symbol req. conc. (wt.%) cert. conc. (wt.%) cert. conc. (at.%)

Carbon C ~ 0.08 0.019 0.09
Manganese Mn ~ 2.0 1.79 1.82
Phosphorus P ~ 0.045 0.028 0.05

Sulfur S ~ 0.03 0.025 0.04
Silicon Si ~ 1.0 0.38 0.76

Chromium Cr 16.0 - 18.0 16.17 17.43
Nickel Ni 10.0 - 14.0 10.08 9.57
Cobalt Co 0.12 0.11
Copper Cu 0.33 0.29

Molybdenum Mo 2.0 - 3.0 2.07 1.21
Nitrogen N 0.069 0.28

Iron Fe Balance Balance Balance

Table 3.1: Required and certified composition of AISI 316

1AISI 316 is a material classification of the American Iron and Steel Institute for one of the most
prominent austenitic stainless steel grades, corresponding approximately to the European classification
EN 1.4401.

2Many thanks to Prof. D. Williamson for providing the material.

21
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Specimens with diameters varying from 12 mm to 30 mm and a thiekness of approxi
mately 2.5 mm were maehined from the rods. A hole of 1mm diameter, that later served
to piek up a thermoeouple, was drilled sidewise into the disks. The specimens were me
ehanically polished to mirror finish and rinsed in organie solvent3 . Virgin sampies were
analyzed by different teehniques4:

• Atomie foree mieroseopy revealed a mean surfaee roughness of less than 10 nm.

• Seanning auger microseopy showed no evidenee for a lateral inhomogeneity of the
native surfaee oxide layer.

• Conversion eleetron Mössbauer speetroseopy was eonsistent with a fee erystallattiee
strueture and showed no evidenee for a near surfaee phase transformation, as it
sometimes is observed on similar types of stainless steel [124].

• X-ray diffraetion analysis was also eonsistent with a fee erystallattice strueture.

• Optieal microseopy identified the mierostrueture typieal for austenitie stainless steels.

• Slow positron implantation speetroseopy revealed that the virgin sampies exhibited
a damaged surfaee layer of about 1500 nm thiekness.

The formation of the damaged layer ean be attributed to the meehanical preparation
of the surfaee. Consistent with a relatively high mobility of defeets, Anwand et al. found
that the damaged layer disappeared after a short annealing at 400 oe [125]. Therefore, eaeh
sampie was briefly annealed at the above temperature before the ion nitriding started.

Note that measurements made in the beginning of the work were performed on AISI
316Ti steel. This grade is similar to AISI 316, but showed small amounts of ferrite. In the
following we will not distinguish between the two grades.

3Many thanks to Mr. H. Seifert and Mrs. R. Aniol for mechanical preparation of the sampies.
·Many thanks to Mrs. K. Fukarek for atomic force microscopy, to Mrs. E. Quaritsch for scanning

auger microscopy, to Dr. M. Dobler for conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy, to Dr. M. Betzl and
Mrs. A. Scholz for x-ray diffraction, to Dr. G. Brauer and Mr. W. Anwand for slow positron implantation
spectroscopy, and to Mrs. R. Opitz for optical microscopy.
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A sketch of the ion nitriding system that has been buHt up for the present work is shown
in Figure 3.1. An ultrahigh vacuum chamber houses a hot filament ion source. The ion
source supplies a braad nitrogen ion beam which is directed towards the sampie. A rotary
and linear motion feedthrough is installed on the ion source flange. It holds a Faraday cup
and a filament heater. The Faraday cup serves for the contral of the ion current density.
The filament heater is employed to minimize discontinuities of the heat flux to the sampie
that occur when the nitriding treatment is started and stopped by swaying the motion
feedthrough.

(3) (4)

Figure 3.1: A sketch (side view) of the ion nitriding system showing: (1) the ion
source flange, (2) the ion source, (3) the shutter mounting the Faraday cup and
the filament heater, and (4) the sampie.

3.2.1 The ion source

The ion Source (Figure 3.2) has been developed by the Institut für Oberftächenmodi
jizierung, Leipzig, Germany and is described in detail in Ref. [126]. It is a hot filament,
braad beam source that can operate all inert and many reactive gases at low gas fluxes.
The inner body of the source is on a positive potential (beam voltage Ub). Electrons
are emitted from a hot filament (filament voltage Ur). They get accelerated towards the
anode (discharge voltage Ud)' On their way to the anode they dissociate and ionize gas
molecules. A plasma with uniform distribution is generated. From that plasma a broad
beam of positively charged ions is extracted by a planar grid system (acceleration voltage
Ua ). In this work a carbon grid system of 40 mm diameter and a molybdenum grid system
of 20 mm diameter have been employed, the latter one when oxygen was fed to the resid
ual gas. The source has been operated at Ud = 100V and Ua = -300V. Extrapolation
of data presented in Ref. [126] suggests that at these parameters the extracted nitrogen
ion beam consists of about equal fractions of Nt and N+ and tbat the ion energy has a
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Figure 3.2: A schematic view of the ion source (from Ref. [126]).

relatively sharp distribution around Ub . Therefore, a sharp ion energy of Ein and a ratio
of Nt : N+ ~ 50 : 50 are assumed throughout this work. The ion energy Ein and the ion
current density p have been varied by changing Ub and Ur, respectively. The latter one is
measured by the Faraday cup that suppresses secondary electrons by a negative voltage of
150 V that is put on a counter electrode elose to its entrance. The lateral uniformity of
the ion flux density in the plane of the sampie surface has been checked to be better than
approximately 10% over a diameter of 40 mm using the carbon grid system, respectively
over a diameter of 20 mm using the molybdenum grid system.

After finishing this work the nitrogen ion beam extracted from the ion source has been
analyzed with a commercial mass spectrometer5 . As a result of these investigations it
has been found that the ion energy was probably subject to a strong oscillation around
Ein. Additionally, it appears to be more reasonable to assurne a ratio of Nt : N+ ~ 80 : 20
instead of 50 : 50. Abrief investigation on the consequences of these findings is presented in
Appendix A, showing that the quality of the results obtained by assuming a sharp energy
and Nt : N+ ~ 50 : 50 is not substantially deteriorated.

3.2.2 The vacuum system

The ultrahigh vacuum chamber can be pumped by a turbomolecular pump coupled with
a rotary pump, two cryogenic pumps and a triode pump. For total pressure measurement
a pirani gauge head and a cold cathode gauge are installed. The gas flux to the source
is adjusted by a mass flow controlled gas inlet (mass ftow controller: AFC-260, ASM,
Bilthoven, The Netherlandsj control unit: TYpe 247C, MKS, Andover, Massachusetts). A
separate gas inlet that is optionally controlled by a needle valve or mass flow controller

5These investigations have been performed by Dr. T. Chevolleau and Miss T. Telbizova.
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and a quadrupole mass analyzer QMG/A/E064, Balzers, Liechtenstein serve to tune the
oxygen partial pressure of the residual gas. Normally, the turbomolecular and one cryogenic
pump are active resulting in a base pressure of less than 1 x 10-5 Pa. During processing
the ion source is supplied with a gas flux of ~ 1sccm resulting in a processing pressure
of approximately 5 x 10-3 Pa. At this pressure molecular gas flow can be assumed and
the mean free path length of the nitrogen ions is large compared to the distance between
the ion source and the substrate [127]. A simple calculation yields that the effective gas
flux directed from the gas inlet towards the pumps has a density that is smaller than the
non-directed thermal gas flux density.

3.2.3 The sampie mount

A sampie mount system STLC, Thermionics, Hayward, Calijornia is installed on a manip
ulator with xyz translation and a rotational degree of freedom around the horizontal plane.
The system consists of a sampie dock that houses aboron nitride heater, a sampie platen,
a linear-rotary transfer rod, and a load lock. This system has been modified to allow for
temperature measurement inside the sampie. The sampie gets fixed on the sampie platen
by three clips and a coated isolated NijCrNi thermocouple is stuck into a hole which has
been drilled sidewise into the sampie. On the back side of the sampie the thermocouple
wires are connected to isolated Ni/CrNi contacts. The sampie platen can be exchanged
without severely affecting the vacuum conditions via the load lock and the linear-rotary
transfer rod along with the sampie and the thermocouple. When the sampie platen is
locked to the sampie dock the thermocouple contacts on the back side of the sampie platen
get connected to respective contacts on the sampie dock. From there, thermocouple wires
lead to a thermocouple feedthrough. In a stationary temperature regime, that can be
assumed for the ion nitriding treatments presented in this work, the difference between
the temperature measured in the hole and the temperature dose to the sampie surface is
limited by the heating power of the ion beam and the thermal conductivity of the sampie.
An upper limit of 2 K can be calculated.

3.2.4 Processing, process control, and coupling to physical pa-
rameters

Before starting an ion nitriding treatment the shutter is positioned in front of the sampie.
The source is ignited. The desired ion energy Ein and ion current density p are established.
The latter one is measured by the Faraday cup on the shutter. The sampie is heated to
the desired temperature by the boron nitride heater and the filament heater. The heating
power, which is supplied to the sampie by the latter, is chosen such that it corresponds
to the heating power that the ion beam supplies during ion nitriding. Temperature and
ion current density are monitored by a data acquisition unit Hydra 2625, Fluke, Everett,
Washington. The ion nitriding treatment is started by swaying the motion feedthrough.
During the treatment the steadiness of the ion current density is monitored by tbe Faraday
cup that is swayed to the side. Slight shifts of the sampie temperature are compensated
by adjusting tbe heating power of the boron nitride heater. The treatment is stopped by
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processing parameter

ion energy
ion current density
sampie temperature
partial pressure of O2

time

corresponding symbol range of variation

0.3 - 2.0keV
0.01 - 1.0 mA/cm2

280 - 480°C
< 3 x 10-5 - 9 X 10-3 Pa

2 - 240min

Table 3.2: Processing parameters of ion nitriding and the range over which they
have been varied in this work.

swaying the shutter again in front of the sampie. The absolute value of the ion current
density is checked. Then the ion source and both heaters are switched off and the sampie
cools down with an initial cooling rate of approximately 50 K/min. Table 3.2 lists the pro
cessing parameters that unequivocally describe the ion nitriding treatment. Additionally
listed are the ranges over which these parameter have been varied in this work.

The processing parameters are identical or closely coupled to the physical parameters
of ion nitriding: From the ion current density p and the ratio of Nt : N+ ~ 50 : 50 the
incident flux of energetic nitrogen atoms results as jin = 1.5 x p/e, where e is the elementary
charge. The projected range distribution fa(x) and the sputtering yield SY depend on
the ion energy. Generally, a Nt ion with the kinetic energy Ein can be considered as two
N+ ions each with kinetic energies Ein/2. Consequently, the mean projected range and
the sputtering yield can be estimated by weighted superpositions of SRIM or TRIDYN
simulations as (Rp (Ein) + 2Rp (Ein /2))/3 and (SY (Ein) + 2SY (Ein/2))/3, respectively.
Neglecting the non-thermal flux of oxygen, the incident flux of oxygen atoms is given
by kinetic gas theory according to 2p (02 ) /y'21rmkTa , where p (02 ) denotes the oxygen
partial pressure, k the Boltzmann constant, Ta the temperature of the gas (assumed to be
room temperature), and m the mass of an oxygen moleeule.

In summary, with the choice of the hot filament ion source, the modification process is
designed to be weIl controlled and flexible. The process can be described by a reasonable
number of independent processing parameters that are closely coupled to physical param
eters. With these features the premise for a feasible description of the nitrogen transport
in terms of physics is fulfilled. The results are not limited to a specific process or setup,
but they can be compared or transferred to an arbitrary surface modification process the
physical parameters of which are known.
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The analytical techniques that have been employed in this work are x-ray diffraction
(XRD), slow positron implantation spectroscopy (SPIS), glow discharge optical emission
spectroscopy (GDOES), and the ion beam analysis techniques elastic recoil detection anal
ysis (ERDA) and nuclear reaction analysis (NRA). Among these techniques, ERDA and
NRA were used most intensively and will therefore be introduced and described in greater
detail. The other techniques were performed as analytical services6 and will be briefly
introduced where experimental results obtained by them are presented for the first time.

3.3.1 Abrief introduction to ion beam analysis

Ion beam analysis techniques require particle accelerators, vacuum conditions, and nuclear
pulse processing setup. Their strength resides in the ability to obtain absolute elemental
depth profiles, the speed of the analyses, and their non-destructive character. Typically,
a beam of monoelemental and monoenergetic ions with ion energies and ion currents in
the range of>=::j 1 MeV/amu and >=::j 1 nA, respectively, is directed towards the sampIe under
investigation. The number and energy distribution of particles ejected into a fixed solid
angle is measured by a detector.

The spectra can be transformed into absolute elemental depth profiles by applying only
two physical concepts: (i) the slowing down of swift charged particles in matter, and (ii) the
kinematics of a single binary scattering event. In the energy range of interest the former is
dominated by the interaction of the swift particles with the sampIe electrons. The stopping
power, which is the measure for the amount of energy lost after travelling through a certain
amount of material, can generally be considered as weIl known by applying semi-empirical
data [99] and Bragg's-rule [128]. While the interaction with the sampIe electrons does not
lead to considerable scattering, the interaction with the sampIe nuclei does. The latter
can be described in terms of binary scattering events. A measure of the probability for a
scattering product to be detected by the detector is the differential cross section.

The scattering process is called elastic if (i) the total kinetic energy is conserved in
the scattering event itself and (ii) the internal energy of the particles does not playa role.
At sufliciently high energies screening by the atomic electrons can be neglected and the
differential cross section is given by the weIl known Rutherford-Formula [129]. This is the
case for ERDA where recoiled sampIe atoms are detected as well as for the related technique
Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy where backscattered projectiles are detected. Ir
both kinetic and internal energy are involved in the interacation and atomic or nuclear
excitations occur, the scattering process is called inelastic. New particles are eventually
formed during the scattering process and the differential cross section is a measure that
usually has to be determined experimentally. This is the case for NRA.

While Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy is the predominant technique for depth
profiling of heavy elements, ERDA and NRA are particular suited for depth profiling of

6Many thanks tü Dr. M. Betzl and Mrs. A. Scholz für XRD measurements and to Dr. G. Brauer and
Mr. W. Anwand für SPIS rneasurernents. GDOES was perfürmed at TAZ GmbH, See/eid, Germanl/.
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light elements. More detailed introductions to ion beam analysis are given, for example,

in Refs. [130, 131].

3.3.2 Elastic recoil detection analysis

Elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) is the analytical technique that is used most
extensively in this work. It has been performed using a 35 MeV ez7+ ion beam, supplied
from the Rossendorf 5 MV Tandem accelerator. The beam incides onto the substrate at
17.5 0 with respect to the substrate surface. Recoiling substrate atoms are detected around
a scattering angle of 35 0 (Fig. 3.3). Through a thin entrance window the recoils enter

Figure 3.3: A sketch, visualizing the principle and the geometry of ERDA as it is
performed in this work. The sampie normal is in the scattering plane.

a position resolving transversal field ionization chamber that has been cloned from the
Munich ERDA-Group of Dr. W. Assmann. A schematic view of this ionization chamber is
shown in Figure 3.4. It has a Frisch-grid and an anode electrode that is subdivided into a
t:..E and an Erest part. The atomic number of the recoiled particle is deduced from the t:..E
signal and the total energy of the recoils is obtained from the sum of the anode signals.
The cathode electrode is divided into two insulated halves with "backgammon" shape. By
this construction the trajectory of the recoils in the chamber can be resolved with a lateral
accuracy of better than 5mm. Thus, the chamber allows for the use of a large solid angle
- which increases the speed of the analyses - without a severe deterioration of the depth
resolution. A more detailed description of the chamber is given in Refs. [133, 132].

A typical spectrum of an ion-nitrided stainless steel sampie is shown in Figure 3.5. Such
spectra can be transformed into absolute elemental depth profiles. The yield Yi, for the
recoil atoms i detected in the energy channel Ek with a channel width of 8Ek , is given by

(3.1)
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Figure 3.4: A schematic view of the layout of the ionization chamber (from Ref. [132]).

where Q is the incident projectile fluence, n is the detector solid angle, Ni (x) is the
atomic number density of the recoiled atom i at depth x, (Ti (E~, q;) is the recoil differential

scattering cross section at the recoil angle q; and the projectile energy E~ just prior to
scattering, e is the incident angle of the projectile taken with respect to the surface normal,
and dx is the increment of depth at the depth x, corresponding to an increment of energy
dEk [134]. By solving Equation 3.1 for Ni (x), absolute depth profiles of atoms i can be
calculated from the spectra. This can be done fully consistent using computer programs
that consider the change in composition and the stopping power in an iterative manner
[135, 136]. Owing to the large number of spectra that had to be evaluated and since the
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Figure 3.5: An example of an ERDA spectrum obtained from an ion-nitrided (and
reoxidized) austenitic stainless steel sampie.
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Figure 3.6: Oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (right) depth profiles obtained from an
ERDA spectrum.

depth unit nm was preferred, a stopping power assumption (in units of keV/nm) is made
throughout this work: In order to calculate nitrogen and oxygen depth profiles from the
ERDA spectra, stopping powers are assumed, as given by the Ion Stopping Subroutine
Stop95 [137] for Fe with a density of 7.98g/cm3 and Cr20 3 with a density of 5.21 g/cm3

,

respectively. Resulting depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen, calculated from the spectrum
in Figure 3.5, are shown in Figure 3.6. Table 3.3 provides further information on relevant
experimental parameters related to ERDA.

Parameter Value

projectile
incident energy
incident angle
detection angle

ion flux
spot size
entrance foH
ionization chamber gas
ionization chamber pressure

Cl7+

35 MeV
17.50

350

~ 5nA
~ 1.5 x 1.5 mm

1.5 Jlm Mylar
isobutane
3800 Pa

Table 3.3: Standard experimental parameters of ERDA
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3.3.3 Real-time elastic recoil detection analysis
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Taking advantage of the speed and the non-destructive character of the analysis, time
resolved multi-elemental depth profiling becomes feasible with the setup described above.
In analogy to the recently developed real-time RBS [138], the analytical technique has
been named real-time ERDA. The real-time ERDA setup has been combined with the ion
nitriding setup described in Section 3.2. A photograph and a sketch of the combined setup
is shown in Figure 3.7. This setup aIlows for time-resolved depth profiling during defined
static or dynamic conditions, including substrate temperature, partial pressures, and ion
bombardment.

In this work the combined setup has been mainly used for time-resolved depth profiling
of oxygen and nitrogen before, during, and after ion nitriding. With a few exceptions the
analyses have been performed at static conditions, that is, constant sampie temperature
T, constant oxygen partial pressure P (02 ), constant ion energy Ein, and constant current
density p, with the ion bombardment starting during the analysis (the time at which the ion
bombardment started is usuaIly set as t = 0). Generally, the time- and depth resolution
as weIl as the maximum detection depth of real-time ERDA depend on the substrate
material. At the expense of depth resolution, which is limited for systematic reasons to
approximately 10 nm, in this work time-resolved depth profiles of oxygen 0 (x, t)

o (x, t) for x ~ 120nm,

and time-resolved depth profiles of nitrogen N (x, t)

N (x, t) for x ~ 150nm,

(3.2)

(3.3)

will be shown with a time resolution of 30 s. Examples are shown in Figure 3.8.
As long as the front of the depth profiles does not exceed the maximum detection

depth, time-resolved areal densities of oxygen Oret (t) and nitrogen Nret (t), that iSt the
amount of retained oxygen and nitrogen, respectively, can be extracted from the respective
time-resolved depth profiles:

120nm

Oret (t) = / 0 (x, t) dx,
o

150nm

Nret (t) = / N (x, t) dx.
o

Additionally, time-resolved near surface concentrations of nitrogen NM (t):

Nos (t) = N (x, t), with 10nm ~ x ~ 50 nm,

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

are obtained by averaging over a reasonable depth interval of the nitrogen depth profiles,
chosen here from ~ 10 nm to ~ 50 nm. Examples are shown in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: A photograph and sketch (both top view) of the experimental setup
combining ERDA and low energy ion implantation for simultaneous depth profiling
of oxygen and nitrogen during ion nitriding showing (1) the high-energy ion cur
rent monitor, (2) the ionization chamber, (3) the low energy ion source, (4) the
quadrupole mass spectrometer, (5) the sampie holder, (6) the load lock.

It should be noted here in the context of real-time ERDA that the non-destructive
character of ion beam analysis techniques bases on the fact that the number of ions neces
sary to obtain depth profiles is small compared to the number of atoms in the layer under
investigation. However, care has to be taken as significant beam induced compositional
and structural changes can occur already at relatively low ion fluences, These could lead to
artefacts as, for example, beam induced nitrogen release or oxygen incorporation. Thus, we
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Figure 3.9: Examples of time-resolved areal densities of oxygen and nitrogen and
time-resolved surface concentrations of nitrogen as obtained by real-time ERDA
before and during ion nitriding starting at time t = O. Note that the dependent
variable time is plotted along the ordinate for better comparison with the time
resolved depth profiles.

ehecked experimentally if such artefaets oceur, with the result that the nitrogen transport
is unaffected by the chlorine ion bombardment, while evidenee of beam induced oxygen
ineorporation has been found at elevated oxygen partial pressures. In order to minimize
the latter effect, the sampIes were moved up and down under the analyzing chlorine beam,
whenever real-time ERDA was performed at elevated oxygen partial pressures. Finally, it
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should be noted that the measurement of oxygen depth profiles is influenced by background
due to pulse pile up. For the presented real-time ERDA data, subtraction of the back
ground is difficult. An upper limit for the contribution of pulse pile up to the measured
areal density of oxygen has been estimated as 1.5 x 1015 at./cm2

, corresponding to about
one monolayer of stoichiometric Cr203'

3.3.4 Nuclear reaction analysis

Nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) has been applied for many years in the measurement ofni
trogen depth profiles and nitrogen areal densities [139, 140]. In this work the 14N(d, ad2C
and the 15N(d, ao)13C reactions are used to determine 14N depth profiles up to a depth of
2500nm (at an incident deuteron energy l.4MeV) and to determine 14N and 15N depth
profiles up to a depth of 1000 nm (at an incident deuteron energy 1.2 MeV). The fortuitous
combination of Q-values and cross sections of these reactions make them the ideal choice
for simultaneous depth profiling of 14N and 15N [139]. The deuteron beam, supplied by
the Rossendorf 3 MV Tandetron accelerator, incides perpendicular onto the sampIes. At a
scattering angle of 170 0 an ion implanted silicon detector of 100 /-lm nominal thickness is
operated at a reduced voltage of 15 V in order to suppress proton induced signals in the
interesting range of energy. The nominal energy resolution of the detector is about 15 keV.

~
6450.8keV /

~He

Figure 3.10: A sketch visualizing the principle and the geometry of NRA as it is
performed in this work. The sampie normal is in the scattering plane.

Owing to this energy resolution of the detector the depth resolution is limited to about
50 nm at the surface and increases, primarily due to energy straggling, up to about 170 nm
at a depth of 2500 nm. Figure 3.10 visualizes the geometry and the involved particles.

Generally, the use of nuclear reactions for the determination of depth profiles requires
detailed knowledge of their cross sectiollS. The two reactions used in this work were ex
plored in earlier works [141, 142, 143, 144]. In the energy range of interest and at similar
detectio~ angles they exhibit plate~u-type differential cross sections. While the energy de
pendencies were assumed to be valId, the absolute values of the differential cross sections
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Figure 3.11: An example of a NRA spectrum obtained from a stainless steel
sampie that has been ion nitrided subsequently with 15N and 14N. The incident
deuteron energy was 1.2 MeV. The deuterium current was ~ 5nA in order to keep
dead-time corrections below 5%. The spectrum has been collected at a scattering
angle of 170 0 by an ion implanted silicon detector of 100 J-tm nominal thickness
that was operated at a reduced voltage of 15 V in order to suppress proton induced
signals in the energy range of the a-particles originating from the 14N(d, aI) 12C
and 15N(d, ao) 13C reactions. Prominent peaks are attributed to their respective
nuclear reactions.

were checked by an overall near-surface content approach [130]. Suitable calibration targets
were prepared by implanting defined doses of 14N and 15N, respectively, into stainless steel
substrates7

. The obtained differential cross section values were da/dn = 1.94mb/sr and
da/dn = 2.34 mb/sr for the 14N(d, (1) 12C and the 15N(d, ao)13C, respectively. These values
are in good agreement with the values reported in Refs. [141, 142] and Refs. [143, 144], re
spectively, and were used to transform the spectra to depth profiles. An example of a spec
trum is shown in Figure 3.11. The spectrum is dominated by deuterium that is elastically
backscattered from Fe, Cr, and Ni. Peaks at higher energy can be attributed to protons
and a-particles resulting from deuteron induced nuclear reactions with nitrogen and car
bon. As mentioned above, the signals steeming from the 14N(d, (1) 12C and 15N(d, ao)13C
reactions were used to calculate nitrogen depth profiles. The calculations were performed
using a computer program8, assuming the checked differential cross sections. Additionally,
analogous to the calculation of nitrogen depth profiles from the real-time ERDA data, a

7Many thanks to Dr. J. Schöneich for the careful implantation.
8Many thanks to Dr. S. GriguII for providing the program and Dr. N.P. Barradas for vaIuable sugges

tions.
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stopping power assumption has been made. It should be mentioned here that nitrogen
depth profiles obtained from real-time ERDA and NRA have been cross checked with each
other, with nitrogen depth profiles obtained from time-of-flight ERDA [145, 1461 and also
with nitrogen depth profiles obtained from glow discharge optical emission spectroscopy,
yielding reasonable agreement in all cases.



Chapter 4

Results and discussion

4.1 The structural nature of the nitrogen enriched
layer

4.1.1 Introduction

Successful nitriding of austenitic stainless steels comes along with a structural modification
of the nitrogen enriched layer that - compared to the virgin material- is characterized by
a broadening of the x-ray diffraction peaks and a systematic shift of the peak positions
towards smaHer angles. In spite of numerous investigations [32, 31, 35, 147, 75, 148, 149,
68, 150, 151, 152, 153, 154, 155, 156], the nature of the microstructural changes induced
in the nitrogen enriched layer is not weH understood. Key questions still awaiting clear
answers are:

• Does the nitrogen enriched layer consist of a single phase or rather a mixture of
phases?

• May the (predominating) phase be interpreted as nitrogen in interstitial solid solu
tion?

As nitrogen on interstitial sites is known to expand and distort the fee erystallattiee [157,
85, 28], both the shift and the broadening of the x-ray diffraction peaks are qualitatively
eonsistent with nitrogen in interstitial solid solution. Quantitatively, however, the observOO
peak shifts are sometimes larger [35, 68] than it is expeeted on the basis oflattice expansions
measured for smaller nitrogen eontents [158, 159, 160}. Additionally, an anisotropy of the
lattiee expansion with respeet to the crystal lattiee orientation has been observed [75, 68,
156]. These and other findings discussOO below, 100 some authors to interpret the indueed
struetural modifieation as a new phase or a mixture of phases [35, 67, 161, 162, 149, 63}.

In this section, an investigation comparing lattice expansions to nitrogen near surface
eoncentrations is presented and discussOO. Lattice expansions and nitrogen near surface
coneentrations have been obtained from x-ray diffraction analysis (XRD) and from nu
clear reaction analysis (NRA). Two series of samples that were ion nitridOO at different

37
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temperatures, respectively at different oxygen partial pressures, were analyzed. Based on
Vegard's law [107, 158], a relation between the lattice expansion and the nitrogen content
is given. Arguments are provided that the structural modification induced in the nitrogen
enriched layer can be interpreted in terms of a single phase with nitrogen in interstitial
solid solution.

4.1.2 Experimental results

X-ray diffraction analysis has been performed at room temperature in glancing angle geom
etry using Cu-Ka radiation with a mean wavelength >. = 0.15406 nm at an incident angle
of 2°. A scintillation detector has been moved in the plane of the incident radiation ahd
the surface normal from 28 = 37° to 28 = 78°. For steel about 65% of the detected signal
steems from the topmost 150 nm and the information depth is limited to about 500 nm.

Figure 4.1 shows a diffraction pattern of a virgin sampie. Peak positions have been
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Figure 4.1: X-ray diffraetion pattern of a virgin sampie. The peaks are labeled
,{lU}, ,{220}, and ,{200}. The vertical bars mark the peak positions (here at
43.67°,50.74°, and 74.76°, respeetively).

determined by taking the center of gaussian fits to the intensity maxima. The peaks are
labeled ,{lU}, ,{220}, and ,{200}. From every peak position a corresponding lattice
constant has been calculated by applying Bragg's law. Peak positions 28, corresponding
lattice constants a, the mean lattice constant Ci" calculated by averaging over the lattice
constants, and the corresponding mean volume per host atom V = a3 /4 are listed in Table
4.1. Mean lattice constant and corresponding mean volume per host atom agree weil with
what is expected from the density and the mean atomic mass of austenitic stainless steel
and also with experimental values reported elsewhere [159].
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'Y{111} 'Y{200} 'Y{220} mean values

28 a 28 a 28 a a V
(deg.) (nm) (deg.) (nm) (deg.) (nm) (nm) (nm3)

43.67 0.3587 50.74 0.3596 74.76 0.3589 0.3591 0.01158

Table 4.1: Peak positions resulting from different crystal lattice planes and cor
responding lattice constants obtained from x-ray diffraction analysis of a virgin
sampie. Additionally given are the mean lattice constant a and the mean atomic
volume per host atom V.
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Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show x-ray diffraction patterns and corresponding nitrogen
depth profiles of sampIes ion nitrided at different temperatures, respectively different oxy
gen partial pressures. The thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer increases with increasing
temperature and decreasing oxygen partial pressure, respectively. With the exception of
the sampIe treated at the lowest temperature, alI sampies show new peaks labeled 'YN{111},
'YN{200}, and 'YN{220}. Lattice constants, the mean lattice constants, and the mean vol
urne per host atom were calculated from the 'YN-peaks, analogous as for the 'Y-peaks in
case of the virgin sampIe. Values are listed in Table 4.2 together with the nitrogen near
surface concentration Nns , estimated by averaging over a depth interval from 80 - 160 nm.
Additionally listed are the relative variation of the mean lattice constant with respect to
the mean lattice constant of the virgin sampIe

t:J.a/a = (aN - a)/a, (4.1)

and the relative variation of the mean volume per host atom with respect to the mean
volume per host atom of the virgin sampIe

t:J.V/V = (VN - V)/V. (4.2)

As expected for successful nitriding the 'YN-peaks are broader and appear at smaller
angles than the 'Y-peaks. Qualitatively, (i) the intensities of the 'YN-peaks increase with the
nitriding depth, (ii) with increasing intensity of the 'YN-peaks the intensity of the 'Y-peaks
decreases, and (iii) the relative variation of the lattice constant, respectively the volume
per host atom, increases with increasing nitrogen near surface concentration. While the
first two observations can be attributed to the layered structure (a 'YN-Iayer on '1), the third
one contains information on the structure of the nitrogen enriched layer: For nitrogen in
interstitial solid solution a linear dependence between the variation of the mean volume
per host atom and the ratio of nitrogen to host atoms is expected according to Vegard's
law [107, 158]. Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding plot, which is in good agreement with
this expected behavior. A least square fit, forced through zero, yields

- NM
t:J.V/V(%) = 47.1 x 1jV

N
' (4.3)
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Figure 4.2: X-ray diffraction patterns and nitrogen depth profiles of sampies ion
nitrided at temperatures ranging from 280°C to 480°C. Ion nitriding has been
performed for 20min, at lkeV, 0.5mA/cm2, and an oxygen partial pressures
P (02 ) < 3 X 10-5 Pa. The lines labeled 'Y{111}, 'Y{200}, and 'Y{220} mark
the positions of the peaks of the virgin sampie. The additional peaks are labeled
'YN{111}, 'YN{200}, and 'YN{220}. The vertical bars mark the positions ofthe new
peaks.
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Figure 4.3: X-ray diffraction patterns and nitrogen depth profiles of sampies ion
nitrided at different oxygen partial pressures ranging from p (02 ) < 3 x 10-5 Pa
to P(02) = 9 x 10-3 Pa. Ion nitriding has been performed for lOmin. at 2keV.
0.2mAjcm2, and a temperature of 320°C. The lines labeled "y{lll}. "Y{200}. and
"Y{220} mark the positions of the peaks of the virgin sampie. The additional peaks
are labeled ')'N{lll}. ')'N{200}. and ')'N{220}. The vertical bars mark the positions
of the new peaks.
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sampie 'YN{111} 'YN{200} 'YN{220} mean values Nns

T aN aN aN aN Aala VN AVjV (1021 at.
(oe) (nm) (um) (nm) (nm) (%) (nm3) (%) jcm3 )

280°C - - - - - - - 5.9

320°C 0.3702 - 0.3829 0.3766 4.9 0.01335 15.3 23.7

360°C 0.3773 - 0.3843 0.3808 6.1 0.01380 19.2 30.1

400°C 0.3774 0.3830 0.3783 0.3796 5.8 0.01367 18.0 31.6

440°C 0.3804 0.3854 0.3796 0.3818 6.4 0.01391 20.1 26.2

480°C 0.3735 0.3788 0.3734 0.3752 4.5 0.01320 14.0 17.3

sampie 'YN{111} 'YN{200} 'YN{220} mean values Nns

p aN aN aN aN !:lala VN AVjV (1021 at.

(Pa) (nm) (nm) (nm) (nm) (%) (nm3) (%) jcm3)

3 x 10-5 0.3680 0.3688 0.3692 0.3687 2.7 0.01253 8.2 14.2
9 x 10-5 0.3681 0.3695 0.3692 0.3689 2.8 0.01255 8.4 14.9
3 x 10-4 0.3693 0.3720 0.3771 0.3728 3.9 0.01295 11.8 22.4
9 x 10-4 0.3678 0.3699 0.3699 0.3692 2.9 0.01258 8.6 16.6
3 x 10-3 (*) (*) 0.3632 0.3632 1.2 0.01198 3.5 4.3
9 x 10-3 0.3634 0.3646 0.3640 0.3640 1.4 0.01206 4.2 5.1

Table 4.2: Peak positions of 'YN-peaks, corresponding lattice constants aN, mean
lattice constant aN, and mean atomic volume per host atom VN obtained from x-ray
diffraction analysis of sampies ion nitrided at different temperatures and different
oxygen partial pressures. Additionally listed are the relative variation of the mean
lattice constant with respect to the mean lattice constant of the virgin sampie Aala
(Equation 4.1), the relative variation ofthe mean volume per host atom with respect
to the mean volume per host atom ofthe virgin sampie !:lVjV (Equation 4.2), and
the nitrogen near surface concentration Nns; (-) no 'YN-peaks were detected; (*)
peak positions were not determined as the 'YN-peaks appear on the left shoulder of
the corresponding 'Y-peaks.

4.1.3 Discussion

A linear dependence over a wide range of ratios of nitrogen to hast atoms, as observed
here, is a strong evidence that nitrogen is present in interstitial solid solution. Similar
linear dependencies, but with varying coefficients, have also been found by others [158,
160, 159]. Aß discussed in greater detail further below, the variation of the coefficients can
be attributed to stress relaxation.

Does the nitrogen enriched layer consist of a single phase or rather a mixture of phases?
Although the x-ray diffraction patterns do not show other peaks than the 'YN-peaks and
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Figure 4.4: The relative expansion of the mean volume per host atom !::J.vIV
given in % vs. the ratio of nitrogen and host atoms. Every data point corresponds
to one sampie (refer to Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3. respectively to Table 4.2). The
dashed line represents the linear least square fit given in Equation 4.3.

the ')'-peaks, the data do not provide a clear answer to this question. This is due to the
fact that x-ray diffraction analysis is sensitive neither to phases with total volume fractions
of less than ~ 10% nor to small size precipitates [163], as, for example, chromium nitride
precipitates which have been observed by many others after nitriding at longer times or
higher temperatures [151, 164, 41, 48,67,69,165,44, 147,66, 152]. However, from diffusion
data ofsubstititional atoms in austenitic stainless steel [166], it can be estimated that at the
temperature and time-regimes applied in the present work chromium nitride precipitation
is hindered for kinetic reasons. This estimate is consistent with preliminary isothermal
transformation diagrams that have been measured recently by Li et al. [151]. Therefore,
we tend to interpret the structural modification induced in the sampies in terms of a single
austenitic (fee) phase with nitrogen in interstitial solid solution.

The plausibility of this interpretation is also supported by considering that (i) on the
basis of Hägg's rule [167] nitrogen is expected to occupy interstitial (octahedral) sites, (ii)
in similar sys~ems it has been found experimentally that nitrogen occupies interstitial (oc
tahedral) sites [168, 169], (iii) extrapolation of higher temperature solubility data [170] to
temperatures around 400°C suggests that austenitic stainless steel is capable to assimilate
nitrogen contents exceeding 30 at.%, and (iv) evidences for duallayer structures obtained
by x-ray diffraction analysis [148] and conversion electron Mössbauer spectroscopy [75]
may be attributed to a carbon enriched layer between the ')'N-Iayer and the "Y-substrate,
which was observed already in Ref. [76], respectively to the nitrogen sensitivity of the N~
temperature [171]. AB, additional to chromium nitride precipitatioD at longer nitriding
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times or higher temperatures, there are numerous evidences for an attractive interaction
between chromium and nitrogen [73, 172, 173, 174], it appears reasonable to assume a single
austenitic phase with nitrogen in interstitial solid solution, where nitrogen preferentially
occupies interstitial octahedral sites neighboring to chromium atoms.

Finally, the role of stress shall be discussed briefly. A strong biaxial compressive stress
is certainly expected for the nitrogen enriehed layer as a result of the relatively large lat
tice mismatch at the interface of the iN-Iayer and the i-substrate. Recent measurements
have shown that the lattiee expansion is not only anistropic with respect to the crystal
lattiee orientation (an observation - also made by others [35, 75, 68] - for which x-ray
elastic constants that differ with the lattice orientation and increase with nitrogen enrich
ment [171] provide some explanation), but also anisotropie in space, that is, parallel to the
layer-substrate interface the lattice expansion is smaller than perpendicular to the layer
substrate interphase [156]. Apparently, stress relaxation preferentially occurs by a lattice
expansion perpendicular to the layer interface. The fee crystal lattice becomes anistropi
cally distorted which might have caused others [161, 162, 149] to interpret it as a tetragonal
phase. Further, there is experimental evidence for an increase of the lattice expansion with
the thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer. The two data in Figure 4.4, which most signif
icantly deviate from the linear fit towards higher values of ß VjV, have been obtained from
the sampIes with the thickest nitrogen enriched layers (440°C and 480°C). The relatively
large lattice expansions [35, 68] have also been observed at thicker layers. Stress relaxation
that increases with the distance from the layer interface would qualitatively explain this
observation and thus the scattering in the coefficients determined on the basis of Vegard's
law. The observations made in Ref. [156] are also indieative of stress relaxation by plas
tic deformation in the nitrogen enriched layer. Such plastic deformation - for the atomic
mechanisms by which it occurs Refs. [175, 176, 152] may provide some clues - may be the
reason for lamellar structures observed elsewhere [67].

4.1.4 Summary

The structural nature of the nitrogen enriched layer has been investigated comparing lattice
expansions (obtained from x-ray diffraction analysis) to nitrogen near surface concentra
tions (obtained from nuclear reaction analysis). A linear dependence between the variation
ofthe mean volume per hoot atom ßVjV(%) and the ratio ofnitrogen to host atoms Nns VN
according to ßVjV(%) = 47.1 x NDB VN has been found for a wide range of ratioo Nns VN'
Such a linear dependence is expected according to Vegard's law and is a strong evidence
that nitrogen is present in interstitial solid solution. Differing coefficients found elsewhere
as weIl as interpretations of the induced modification as a new phase are possibly related to
(anisotropie) stress relaxation in the nitrogen enriched layer. From diffusion data of substi
tutional atoms and from preliminary isothermal transformation diagrams it can be inferred
that for the temperature and time-regimes applied in the present work chromium nitride
precipitation is hindered for kinetic reasons. Therefore, we interpret the structural modi
fieation indueed in the sampIes in terms of a single austenitic phase with an anistropically
distorted fee crytal lattice that hosts nitrogen in interstitial solid solution. The plausibil
ity of this interpretation is supported and further specified considering that aceording to
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Hägg's rule nitrogen is expected to occupy interstitial octahedral sites and that there are
numerous evidences for an attractive interaction between chromium and nitrogen. It thus
appears reasonable to assurne that nitrogen preferentially occupies interstitial octahedral
sites adjacent to chromium atoms.
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4.2 The diffusion mechanism of nitrogen

4.2.1 Introduction

The nitrogen depth profiles typically observed after successful nitriding of austenitic stain
less steels have plateau-type shapes, that is, the depth profiles slowly decrease from the
surface towards the bulk and exhibit a rather sharp leading edge. Such profiles are not
consistent with "simple" diffusion (Equation 2.7). Additionally, estimated nitrogen diffu
sivities [34, 73, 125] exceed nitrogen diffusivities obtained elsewhere [177, 178] by up to five
orders of magnitude. Two diffusion mechanisms have been proposed in order to explain
these peculiarities.

• A trapping mechanism has been suggested by Williamson et al. [179, 73].

• Szasz et al. [36] and Melitis et al. [180] proposed a defect-mediated mechanism.

In this section, experiments that test for the proposed mechanisms are presented and
discussed. Comparison of nitrogen depth profiles obtained from nuclear reaction analysis
and slow positron implantation spectroscopy data provide information on the role of defect
mediated diffusion. In order to reveal information on trapping, a set of sampies has been
subsequently ion nitrided with 14N and 15N. Nitrogen depth profiles obtained from nuclear
reaction analysis are presented and qualitatively discussed. The qualitative trapping model
presented in Ref . [179, 73] is refined and put on a more quantitative basis. Quantitative
model results are compared to the experimental nitrogen depth profiles.

4.2.2 Experimental results

A defect-mediated mechanism

Szasz et al. [36] and Melitis et al. [180] suggested that the nitrogen diffusion is promoted
by a vacancy-nitrogen pair diffusion mechanism with the vacancies generated by the ion
bombardment. In order to get information about the influence of defects as, for example,
vacancies on the diffusional transport, aseries of sampies has been ion nitrided at the
same ion energy, current density and temperature, but different times. The sampies were
analyzed by nuclear reaction analysis (NRA) using the 14N(d, aI)12C reaction at an incident
deuterium energy of 1.4 MeV (refer to Section 3.3) and by slow positron implantation
spectroscopy (SPIS), also known as positron annihilation spectroscopyl. SPIS is based
on the motion of positron-electron pairs prior to annihilation, which causes a Doppler
broadening of the photopeak in the measured energy spectrum of the annihilation photons.
This Doppler broadening is characterized by the lineshape parameter S, being the ratio
of counts in the central region of the photopeak to the total number of counts in the
peak. The S-parameter is sensitive to changes of the defect structure and the defect
concentration. Depth resolved information has been obtained by implanting positrons of

lSPIS has been carried out at the University of Bast AngIia in Norwich, GB. ThankB to Dr. G. Brauer
and W. Anwand for performing the measurements and evaluating the data, and to Prof. P.G. Coleman for
making bis SPIS setup available.
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predetermined energies stepwise from 200eV up to a maximum energy of 33keV. The
latter energy corresponds to a positron implantation depth (maximum detection depth) of
about 1500 nm.

Figure 4.5 shows the nitrogen depth profiles obtained by NRA, and the S-parameter
versus the mean positron penetration depth obtained by SPIS. The thickness of the nitrided
layer increases with nitriding time, the nitrogen depth profiles exhibit the typicalleading
edge, and the nitrogen near surface concentration saturates at about 0.35 x 1023 at./cm3•

The corresponding SPIS data show that elose to the surface the S-parameter decreases
fast, which is typical for metals [125]. With increasing depth, the S-parameter exhibits
a kind of a plateau before it tends towards the bulk value (dashed lines). This plateau
broadens with increasing nitriding time.

Layer thicknesses of the nitrogen enriched layers and the defect enriched layers, evalu
ated from these NRA and SPIS data, respectively, are shown in Figure 4.6. The nitrogen
enriched layer thicknesses were taken from the surface to the depth at which the nitrogen
concentration amounts to 0.1 x 1023 at./cm2

• The defect enriched layer thicknesses have
been determined by applying the fitting routine VEPFIT [181] to the SPIS data (fits are
also shown in Figure 4.5). The resulting thicknesses of the defect layer are smaller than
those of the nitrided layers. This finding, which indicates that defects do not accelerate
the nitrogen diffusion, is in agreement with another investigation by Williamson et al. in
which sampIes have been ion nitrided at constant temperature, current density, ion energy,
and time, but at different NdAr gas mixtures [73]. If the diffusion would be accelerated
by defects, the combined NdAr bombardment should lead to thicker layers compared to
pure nitrogen treatment, since argon bombardment is expected to create more defects than
nitrogen bombardment. In all cases, Williamson found the lN layer, but contradictory to
a defect-mediated diffusion mechanism, the layer thickness was largest when pure nitrogen
was used. Therefore, we conelude that a defect-mediated diffusion mechanism can not be
sustained.

A trapping mechanism

Williamson et al. [179, 73] proposed a qualitative diffusion model. According to this model,
nitrogen gets trapped at chromium sites resulting in the generation of the highly nitro
gen enriched layer with a nitrogen concentration comparable to or even higher than the
chromium concentration. When all the trap sites become occupied, additional incoming
nitrogen diffuses quickly through the saturated highly nitrogen enriched layer to reach the
leading edge of the nitrogen depth profile, where unoccupied trap sites are available. This
mechanism indeed predicts nitrogen profiles with a plateau and a relative sharp leading
edge.

In order to test this qualitative model, sampies have been ion nitrided first with the
15N isotope and subsequently with the 14N isotope and vice versa. The resulting 14N and
15N depth profiles were measured by NRA at an incident deuteron energy of 1.2 MeV
using the reactions 14N(d, ad12C and 15N(d, ao)13C, respectively (refer to Section 3.3). An
example, showing typical depth profiles, is given in Figure 4.7. According to the qualitative
model of Williamson et al. [179, 73] the post-implanted isotope would be expected to be
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Figure 4.5: Nitrogen depth profiles (Ieft column) and the S-parameter versus
mean positron penetration depth (right column) of sampies that have been ion
nitrided for different times ranging from 5 min to 80 min. Ion nitriding has been
performed at Ein = 1.2keV, p = 0.5mA/cm2, and T = 400°0. In the right
column, the full circles represent the experimental data, the fulliines represent the
fit results obtained using the VEPFIT routine [181], and the dashed Iines represent
the bulk value of the S-parameter.

located closer to the leading edge than the pre-implanted isotope. This feature is not
observed experimentally. Thus, the model can not be sustained. However, the profiles
exhibit intriguing similarities to what would be expected from trapping, if the trap is
shallow enough to allow for detrapping [111]: (i) the postimplanted isotope shows an error
functional depth profile, (ii) the total nitrogen depth profile exhibits aleading edge at
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the depth where its concentration amounts approximately to the concentration of the trap
sites, (iii) from the surface to that leading edge the total nitrogen depth profile decreases
error functionally with a concentration offset equal to the trap site concentration.
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4.2.3 Modeling results

Encouraged by the above qualitative analogies, the qualitative trapping model [179, 73] is
refined by including detrapping of nitrogen and put on a more quantitative basis in order
to allow for quantitative predictions. The baseline of the modeling approach developed by
Möller et al. [113] and Myers et al. [109] is picked up (refer to Section 2.4). It is assumed that
nitrogen diffuses via diffusion sites under the influence of one kind of immobile trap sites.
Diffusional transport of substitutional elements is neglected, based on low diffusivities of
Fe, Cr, and Ni at 400°C [166] and lack of evidence of nitride precipitation (refer to Section
4.2). The trap sites are represented by chromium atoms in the static fcc lattice formed
by the host elements of the austenitic stainless steel. The assumptions listed in Section
2.3 are made. Additionally, it is assumed that nitrogen gets implanted on diffusion sites.
14N and 15N compete for the same trap sites where they get trapped following first order
kinetics, that is, their individual trapping rate is proportional to the product of their
respective concentration and the concentration of free trap sites. Both, 14N and 15N, can
be thermally detrapped from trap sites to diffusion sites following identical kinetics. Then,
the transport of the two isotopes can be described by the following set of four coupled
diffusion and trappingjdetrapping equations in connection with a source term 8(x, t):

8 14 () & 14 ( ) 14 ( ) 8 14 7\T ( )8t Nd x, t = D 8x2 Nd x, t + 8 x, t - 8t .LVt x, t (4.4)

8 14 () 14 ( (14Nt (X,t) 15Nt (X,t)) 14 ) (
8t Nt x, t = k d- H Nd x, t) x 1 - H

t
(x, t) Ht (x, t) - kt-td Nt(x, t 4.5)

and two similar equations where 14Nd, 14Nt, 148, and 15Nt are replaced by 15Nd, 15Nt, 158,
and 14N t , respectively. Symbols in this set of equations have the following meaning: x is
the depth, t the time, D the diffusion coefficient ofnitrogen (on diffusion sites); 14Nd is the
concentration of 14N on diffusion sites, 14Nt the concentration of 14N on trap sites. Analo
gously, 15Nd is the concentration of 15N on diffusion sites and 15Nt the concentration of 15N
on trap sites. 14S and 158 are the individual source terms of the respective isotopes. H t is
the concentration of trap sites in the matrix, and kt-td and kd-tt are trapping and detrap
ping coefficients, respectively. For diffusion-controlled trapping and detrapping [110] kd-tt
is proportional to D = D o exp(-EdjkT) and kt-td is proportional to Do exp(-EHdjkT),
where Do is the pre-exponential factor of diffusion, k is the Boltzmann constant, and Ed

and EHd are the diffusion and detrapping activation energies, that is, the difference in
potential energy between the diffusion saddle point and a diffusion site, respectively a trap
site (refer to 8ection 2.3).

The solution of this set of diffusion and trappingjdetrapping equations that includes
source terms requires the use of numerical methods. For the given problem the computer
program PIDAT, which is described in more detail in Ref. [115], has been employed. The
program has been slightly modified to account for different isotopes2

• The initial 14N
and 15N concentrations were assumed to be zero throughout the sampIe. The boundary
conditions assumed were (i) an outgoing nitrogen flux that is proportional to the square of

2Many thanks to Prof. W. Möller for the modification and an introduction to the prograro.
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the surface nitrogen concentration and (ii) zero nitrogen concentration at the back surface
(x = (0). The source terms for the two nitrogen isotopes have been set as S (x, t) =
J"in{t) h{x), where J"in{t) is the incoming nitrogen flux density and h{x) is the projected
range distribution of nitrogen3 , according to the experimental conditions of the 14Njl5N
treatment that are given in the caption of Figure 4.7. Prefactors of kd-tt and kt-td have
little influence and were chosen according to the definitions given in Ref. [109]. Calculated
depth profiles, assuming a diffusion pre-exponential factor Do = 10-3 cm2/ 5, a diffusion
activation energy of Ed = 1.1 eV, and a detrapping activation energy Et-td = 1.45 eV, are
shown in Figure 4.8 together with the experimental 14Njl5N depth profiles. Calculated and
experimental depth profiles show good agreement suggesting that trapping and detrapping
occurs4
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Figure 4.8: 14N, 15N, and total N depth profiles as measured by NRA (dots) and
14N, 15N, and total N depth profiles as calculated by means of PIDAT (Iines). For
modification parameters refer to Section 2.4.

4.2.4 Discussion

The primary purpose of the above comparison of experimental results and modeling results
is to demonstrate that both the total nitrogen depth profiles and the 14Njl5N depth profiles
are consistent with a diffusion model that considers trapping and detrapping of nitrogen

3the range distribution has been approximated by a gaussian distribution, resembling the projected
range distribution estimated by SRIM simulations.

4Deviations close to the surface and near the leading edge are inftuenced by the depth resolution of
NRA (refer to Section 3.3).
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at, respectively from, trap sites that are represented by chromium atoms. Additionally,
the model provides an explanation for the large scatter of nitrogen diffusion data. The
relatively low diffusion coefficients in Ref. [177, 178] have been extracted from nitrogen
depth profiles with maximum nitrogen concentrations lower than the trap concentration.
At such concentrations the extracted apparent diffusion coefficient is dominated by the
escape frequency from trap sites and, thus, by the detrapping activation energy rather than
by the diffusion activation energy [112]. The model is thus also qualitatively consistent
with an annealing experiment [182], which indicated a decreasing diffusion coefficient as
the nitrogen concentration decreased.

The presented model assurnes that chromium atoms represent trap sites for nitrogen.
This assumption is consistent with our interpretation of the structural nature of the ni
trogen enriched layer and plausible both from a thermodynamical and from a phenomeno
logical point of view, since chromium-nitrides have higher stability versus either the iron
nitrides or nickel-nitrides [73] and since at higher nitriding temperatures and thus higher
chromium mobilities the formation of chromium-nitride precipitates is observed. Addition
ally, extended x-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy indicated that interstitial sites
adjacent to chromium are favorable hosts for nitrogen atoms [172]. Furthermore, a strong
Cr-N interaction has been shown by neutron spectroscopy [173] and by internal friction
[174] in similar systems (refer to Section 4.1.3).

It should be mentioned, however, that the results of the calculation can be fitted quite
closely to the experimental data, assuming various combinations of reasonable diffusion,
trapping, and loss parameters. Thus, the above values have to be considered as preliminary.
Limits may be given already for the detrapping activation energy. Et-+d is sensitive to
the steepness of the depth profiles at the leading edge [111]. From other depth profiling
techniques, such as Auger electron depth profiling [62] and secondary ion mass spectroscopy
[183], there is evidence of significantly sharper leading edge profiles than measured here
by means of nuclear reaction analysis5 • Thus, the value of 1.45 eV may be considered as
a lower limit. An upper limit can be estimated from the assumption that local thermal
equilibrium [109] exists between nitrogen on diffusion sites and nitrogen on trap sites.
Considering reasonable pre-exponential factors, at 400°C this assumption is not fulfilled at
detrapping activation energies above 2.5eV. However, if exchange [184] between nitrogen
on diffusional sites and nitrogen on trap sites without fully breaking the Cr-N bond occurs,
the detrapping activation energy may even be higher than 2.5 eV.

4.2.5 Summary

The diffusion mechanism of nitrogen has been investigated by experiments that test for
a defect-mediated mechanism and a trapping mechanism, respectively. The experiments
did not provide evidence for a defect-mediated diffusion mechanism. While at first glance,
a trapping mechanism is also not sustained, closer qualitative considerations, as weIl as
quantitative modeling results, indicate that trapping occurs. The trapping mechanism is

IiAgain, it should be noted that the depth resolution of NRA increaaes significantly with increasing
depth (refer to Section 3.3). Further, lateral inhomogenities, aB observed by others [75, 67], would malte
the leading edge seem less sharp than it actually is.
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consistent with our interpretation of the structural nature of the nitrogen enriched layer
and plausible both from a thermodynamical and from a phenomenological point of view.
Calculated depth profiles, assuming a diffusion pre-exponential factor Da = 10-3 cm2/ s,
a diffusion activation energy of Ed = 1.1 eV, and a detrapping activation energy EHd =
1.45 eV show good agreement with experimental depth profiles.
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4.3 The role of potential incorporation and release
mechanisms

4.3.1 Introduction

The identification and characterization of the relevant incorporation and release mecha
nisms is a precondition for the qualitative understanding and for the quantitative descrip
tion of the nitrogen transport. While gas nitriding proceeds by thermochemical mechanisms
[2,4,86,89], ballistic mechanisms that are associated with ion bombardment, for example,
ion implantation and sputtering, apparently become more and more important via plasma
nitriding and remote plasma nitriding towards ion nitriding [84, 185, 88].

In this section, experiments utilizing real-time elastic recoil detection analysis are pre
sented and discussed. These experiments are suited to test for the role of potentially rele
vant incorporation and release mechanisms (refer to Section 2.4), in particular for the role
of absorption, recoil implantation, and desorption. Normally, they have been performed
at a low oxygen partial pressure such that any reoxidation from the residual gas can be
neglected. Furthermore, an approach to model the nitrogen retention during ion nitriding
in terms of implantation and sputtering is presented. Modeling results are compared with
additional experimental results obtained from a combined analysis using real-time elastic
recoil detection analysis and nuelear reaction analysis.

4.3.2 Experimental results

Absorption and recoil implantation

Absorption is a transport mechanism that proceeds via a chain of mechanisms including
arrival and adsorption at the surface, dissociation, chemisorption, and diffusion [78]. Recoil
implantation is a transport mechanism that proceeds via momentum transfer between in
cident energetic ions and atoms located elose to the surface, where the latter get implanted
(recoiled) deeper into the substrate. In ion nitriding, by its definition (refer to Chapter 1),
neither absorption nor recoil implantation is the predominant incorporation mechanism.
However, due to the significant nitrogen partial pressure that is usually present in the ion
nitriding chamber, relatively large amounts of thermal molecular nitrogen arrive at the
surface and nitrogen may be adsorbed on the surface. In order to explore if part of the
thermal nitrogen flux gets absorbed or adsorbed nitrogen gets recoiled into the substrate
the following experiment has been performed. A preoxidised sampie has been exposed to
argon ion bombardment (Ein = 1 keV, p = 0.lmA/cm2) while an elevated nitrogen partial
pressure (p (N2) = 1 X 10-2 Pa) was present in the ion nitriding chamber. After 40 min the
argon ion bombardment has been stopped. During this treatment the sampie temperature
was ramped from T = 3800 e to T = 440oe. After stopping the argon ion bombardment
the sampIe has been held at T = 440oe. 50 min after the argon ion bombardment has been
started, the oxygen partial pressure has been elevated from initially p (02) < 3 x 10-5 Pa
to p (02) > 1 X 10-2 Pa.
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Figure 4.9 shows the time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the corre
sponding areal densities mea.sured by real-time ERDA during this treatment. Let us first
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Figure 4.9: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and the corresponding evolutions of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right), as
obtained from real-time ERDA before, during, and after argon ion bombardment
of a preoxidised austenitic stainless steel sampIe. Argon ion bombardment (Ein =
1.0 keV, p = 0.1 mA/cm2

) starts at time t = 0 min and stops at time t = 40 min.
The sampie temperature was ramped from T = 380°C at time t = 0 min to
T = 440°C at time t = 55 min. Throughout the treatment the partial pressure
of nitrogen was held at p (N2 ) = 1 x 10-2 Pa. At time t = 50 min the oxygen
partial pressure has been elevated from initially p (02) < 3 x 10-5 Pa to p (02) >
1 x 10-2 Pa.

consider the evolution of the oxygen areal density and the evolution of the correspond
ing time resolved depth profile of oxygen. The initial oxygen areal density amounts to
Oret ~ 10 X 1016 at./cm2 corresponding to a stoichiometric Cr203-layer of ~ 16 nm thick
ness6 • It takes about 5min of argon ion bombardment to remove this Iayer, corresponding
to an oxygen removal rate of approximately 3.3 x 1014 at./cm2s. This oxygen removal rate
corresponds to a partial sputtering yield of oxygen of about 0.53 oxygen atoms per argon
atom. This experimental partial sputtering yield is in good agreement with the yield esti
mated by a SRIM simulation (0.57 oxygen atoms per argon atom assuming a rea.sonable
surface binding energy Es (0) = 6.52eV; refer to Chapter 4.5). Further, the experiment
reveals that the oxidation kinetics depend dramatically on the oxygen partial pressure.
While at the low oxygen partial pressure no significant oxidation is observed even after the
argon ion bombardment is stopped (t = 40 - 50 min), at the high oxygen partial pressure
introduced at t = 50min, oxidation to an oxygen areal density Oret > 30 X 1016 at./cm2 is
observed within less than 3 min.

6We assume all oxygen to be present near the surface in form of a stoichiometric and lateral homogenous
Cr203-1ayer with a density of 5.21 g/cm3. With this assumption 1 x 1016 at./cm2 correspond to 1.615 nm
or 6.39ML Cr203 (refer to Chapter 4.5).
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Now, let us consider the evolution of the nitrogen areal density Nret and the time re
solved depth profile of nitrogen N (x, t). Throughout the entire treatment, neither Nret
nor N (x, t) show any significant change. Both stay constant at a low level that corre
sponds to the natural abundance of nitrogen in AISI316. This is a strong evidence that
neither absorption nor recoil implantation are a relevant mechanism for the incorporation
of nitrogen.

Desorption

Desorption of nitrogen from the bulk into the gas atmosphere is a transport mechanism
that, in principle, may contribute to the release of nitrogen during ion nitriding. In order to
explore if it actually contributes, a virgin sample has been ion nitrided for a short time at
a low oxygen partial pressure, such that the leading edge of the nitrogen depth profile did
not exceed the maximum detection depth of real-time ERDA. After stopping the nitrogen
ion bombardment the sample was held at the same temperature for a couple of minutes
(for processing parameters refer to the caption of Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10 shows the time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the
corresponding areal densities during this treatment. The surface oxide layer is essentially
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Figure 4.10: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolutions of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right), as
obtained from real-time ERDA before and during ion nitriding at Ein = 1.0 keV, p =
0.2 mA/cm2 , T = 320°C, and p (02) < 3 X 10-5 Pa. Nitrogen ion bombardment
starts at t = 0 min and stops at t = 2 min.

removed after about 30 s of nitrogen ion bombardment. After two minutes of nitrogen ion
bombardment, the amount of retained nitrogen amount to Nret ~ 8 X 1016 at./cm2• During
the subsequent period of time in which the sample is held at the processing temperature and
the low oxygen partial pressure without any ion bombardment, the oxygen areal density
shows no significant increase. A slight broadening of the nitrogen depth proffie, but no
significant reduction of the nitrogen areal density is observed. This is a strong evidence
that desorption is not arelevant mechanism for the release of nitrogen.
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4.3.3 Modeling results

From the results presented above, there is no evidence for incorporation of nitrogen by
absorption nor for release of nitrogen by desorption. Thus, an approach to model the
incorporation and loss of nitrogen in terms of purely collisional mechanisms is presented
and compared to experimental data. It is assumed that no surface oxide layer is present
and that spontaneous emission does not occur. For simplicity, backscattering is neglected.
Then, the nitrogen retention rate jret is given by the difference of the incident fiux of
energetic nitrogen jin and the fiux of sputtered nitrogen jsp (refer to Section 2.4)

jret (t) = jin (t) - jsp (t) . (4.6)

In general, the term jsp (t) depends on jin (t) according to

jsp (t) = jin (t) hEmax
f (E, t) SYN (Nns (t) ,E (t)) dE,

Emin

(4.7)

where f (E, t) denotes the ion energy distribution with the minimum ion energy Emin and
the maximum ion energy Emax , and SYN (Nns (t), E (t)) denotes the partial sputtering yield
of nitrogen that depends on the nitrogen near surface concentration Nns (t). It follows

(4.8)

and

(4.9)

for the nitrogen retention rate and the amount of retained nitrogen, respectively.
For all experiments, the incident fiux of energetic nitrogen jin (t) has been constant

in time. By extracting jin from the processing parameters (ion current density and the
ratio of Nt :N+; refer to Section 3.2) and estimating SYN (Nns (t), E (t)) by a TRIDYN
simulation7 our approach results in

jret (t) = jin (1 - 2.8Nns (t)) (4.10)

(4.11 )

and

Nret(t) = jin t (1 - 2.8l Nns (t) dt)

for the nitrogen retention rate and the amount of retained nitrogen, respectively.
In order to test this prediction, aseries of sampIes has been ion nitrided at identical

processing parameters with exception of the current density, which has been changed sys
tematically from p = 0.01 mA/cm2 up to p = 0.8 mA/cm2. Before starting the nitrogen

7 SYN (Nns (t) ,E (t» has been estimated by plotting the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen (Figure
2.2c) versus the near surface concentration of nitrogen (Figure 2.2d). The results of two simulations, one
for the fuH ion energy and one for the half energy, were superposed by their respective weights (refer to
Section 3.2) and resulted in an almost linear dependence SYN (Nns (t) ,E (t» = 2.8Nns .
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ion bombardment all sampies were exposed to argon ion bombardment in order to remove
the native surface oxide layer. Then, ion nitriding was performed for 15 min at an ion
energy Ein = 1 keV, a substrate temperature T = 400°C, and an oxygen partial pressure
P (02) < 3 x 10-5 Pa. Real-time ERDA has been started 3 min before starting the nitrogen
ion bombardment.

For the lowest and the highest current density, Figure 4.11 shows the time resolved
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Figure 4.11: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (right).
as obtained from real-time ERDA during ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steel
at a low current densities (p = 0.01 mA/cm2 ) and a high current density (p =
0.8mA/cm2). Ion nitriding at Ein = 1.0keV, T = 400°C. and P(02) < 3 X

10-5 Pa starts at time t = 0 min.

depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen measured by real-time ERDA during this treatment.
At p = 0.01 mA/cm2 the nitrogen depth profile does not arrive at the maximum detection
depth throughout the 15 min lasting treatment while it does at 0.8 mA/cm2 - already after
one minute - and at all intermediate current densities that are not shown. Note that at all
current densities p, no significant amount of oxygen has been detected either immediately
before or during the nitrogen ion bombardment. Figure 4.12 shows the evolution of the
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Figure 4.12: Evolution of the nitrogen near surface concentrations and the nitro
gen areal densities at the given different current densities p obtained from real-time
ERDA (solid squares) during ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steel and from NRA
(open squares) after ion nitriding. Ion nitriding at Ein = 1.0 keV, T = 400°C. and
P (02) < 3 X 10-5 Pa starts at time t = 0 min.
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nitrogen near surface concentrations Nns(t) and the evolution of the nitrogen areal densities
Nret(t). for most of the current densities the latter could only be measured for a short
interval oftime due to the finite detection depth ofreal-time ERDA. Additionallyshown are
nitrogen areal densities Nret measured ex situ by NRA. Since we have found that there is no
significant nitrogen loss after stopping the ion nitriding treatment, it can be assumed that
the latter correspond to the amount of retained nitrogen immediately before stopping the
ion nitriding treatment. Due to relatively poor counting statistics, the measured nitrogen
near surface concentration Nns (t) is subject to significant errors. Thus, the experimental
check will be restricted to the amount of nitrogen that is predicted to be retained after
15 min. Equation 4.11 then simplifies to

(4.12)

where Nns denotes the mean nitrogen near surface concentration measured during the
15 min lasting ion nitriding treatment. The values that resuIt for the different current
densities are listed in Table 4.3. The predicted amount of retained nitrogen is in average

P jin Nns predicted Nret measured Nret
(mA/cm2

) (1015 at./cm2s) (at.%) (1016 at./cm2
) (1016 at./cm2 )

0.01 0.09 4.0 7.5 6.4

0.02 0.19 5.3 14.4 12.8

0.05 0.47 7.5 33.3 23.4
0.1 0.94 10.0 60.7 43.5

0.2 1.87 15.2 96.8 76.8

0.5 4.68 18.1 207.8 151.0
0.8 7.49 21.9 260.7 219.8

Table 4.3: Values related to the modeling approach for incorporation and release.
p denotes the current density, jin the incident f1ux of energetic nitrogen atoms, Nns
the mean nitrogen near surface concentration measured by real-time ERDA, and
Nret the amount of retained nitrogen as it is predicted from the modeling approach
with SYN = 2.8Nns , respectively as it has been measured by NRA after 15min of
ion nitriding.

a factor of 1.28 larger than the measured one. Possible reasons for this deviation may be
related. to the choice of the surface binding energy used for the TRlDYN simulation (refer
to Seebon 2.2). Recalling that TRlDYN is used to estimate sputtering yields the deviation
between predicted and measured results is still reasonable.
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Together with findings on the role of absorption, recoil implantation, and desorption, the
experimental test of the presented modeling approach suggests that the incorporation and
release of nitrogen is controlled by ion implantation and sputtering, respectively. The
modeling approach predicts that the nitrogen near surface concentration Nns tends towards
a stationary value at which the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen SYN becomes one. The
fluxes jin and jrel balance and the amount of retained nitrogen Nret becomes stationary
as well. According to the TRIDYN simulation the stationary value of Nns amounts to
36 at.%. This value and the qualitative feature of a nitrogen near surface concentration
that tends towards a stationary value are in reasonable agreement with nitrogen depth
profiles observed after longer nitriding time [23, 57, 165, 186] (and refer to Section 4.4).

What is the role of the temperature within the presented modeling approach? The pre
sumption that nitrogen incorporation and release are controlled by ion implantation and
sputtering, respectively, that is by ballistic mechanisms, does not imply that the evolution
of Nns and Nret is independent of temperature. A higher temperature results in faster diffu
sional nitrogen transport in the bulk and will cause the nitrogen near surface concentration
to increase slower (at other processing parameters unchanged). Consequently, the station
ary value of Nns will be reached at the same value but after longer nitriding time. These
features of Nns are opposed to stationary values of Nns that depend on temperature and
that are reached after the same time at different temperatures as observed by Renevier et
al. [165] Renevier et al. concluded that a temperature dependent phenomenon must occur
at the surface and suggested a desorption-like release mechanism. However, in contrast
to what would be expected for a desorption-like release mechanism (which should become
faster with increasing temperature), Renevier et al. found the higher stationary nitrogen
near surface concentration at the higher temperature.

A possible explanation for a stationary nitrogen near surface concentrations that in
creases with temperature is a temperature dependent (super)saturation limit of nitrogen
in austenitic stainless steel. Such a phenomenon, which results in the release of nitrogen if
the nitrogen concentration exceeds the limit, for example, by a spontaneous emission-like
mechanism, would also explain why at a stationary nitrogen near surface concentration the
amount of retained nitrogen does still increase (as observed, for example, in Section 4.4).
In this context it should be mentioned that such a mechansim, respectively phenomenon, is
necessary to link the modeling approach presented in this Section to the modeling approach
presented in the next Section. The approach presented here implies that throughout the
treatment the nitrogen retention rate is limited by the rate of nitrogen supply (jin - jred,
while the modeling approach presented in the next Section implies that the nitrogen reten
tion rate is limited by the diffusional transport of nitrogen. From a formal viewpoint the
two approaches are incompatible, but they can be easily linked by introducing a nitrogen
near surface concentration at which the nitrogen retention rate changes from rate of supply
limited to diffusion limited.

Finally, it should be mentioned that we can not exclude that desorption occurs although
the experiment (refer to Section 4.3.2) indicates that desorption does not occur. The
reason is that desorption may start at a threshold value exceeding the maximum nitrogen
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near surface concentration in that experiment. Furthermore, the experimental test is not
sensitive to adesorption mechanism that is linked to chemical reactions under the nitrogen
ion beam (refer to Ref. [187]).

4.3.5 Summary

The role of potentially relevant nitrogen incorporation and release mechanisms has been
tested by suited experiments utilizing real-time elastic recoil detection analysis. The ex
periments provide evidence that absorption and desorption do not significantly contribute
to nitrogen incorporation and release, respectively. An approach to model the nitrogen
retention during ion nitriding in terms of purely collisional mechanisms is presented and
compared to experimental data obtained from a combined analysis using real-time elastic
recoil detection analysis and nuclear reaction analysis. Modeling results and experimental
results show reasonable agreement indicating that nitrogen incorporation and release are
dominated by ion implantation and sputtering, respectively. Moreover, the role of a ni
trogen (super)saturation limit and a possible additional release mechanism related to it is
discussed.
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4.4 The evolution of the thickness of the nitrogen en
riched layer

4.4.1 Introduction

In this section, nitrogen and chromium depth profiles measured by glow discharge optical
emission spectroscopy on sampIes that have been ion nitrided for relatively long times, are
presented and discussed. After adefinition of the layer thickness appropriate to trapping
and detrapping, the modeling approach on the evolution of the layer thickness is applied
(refer to Section 2.4). A nitrogen diffusion coefficient and a surface recession rate are
determined.

4.4.2 Experimental results

Aseries of sampIes has been ion nitrided for different times, ranging from t = 15 min
to t = 240 min. SampIe temperature, ion energy, and current density were T = 400°C,
Ein = 0.7keV, and p = 2.5mA/cm2, respectively8. Before starting the ion nitriding
treatment, the sampIes were exposed to argon ion bombardment in order to remove the
native surface oxide layer and to establish the nitriding temperature.

The ion nitrided sampIes have been analyzed by means of glow discharge optical emis
sion spectroscopy (GDOES)9. Figure 4.13 shows nitrogen and chromium depth profiles
obtained from GDOES. Neglecting slight deviations dose to the surface, which can be at
tributed to a measurement artifact and to surface roughness, for all sampIes the nitrogen
near surface concentration amounts to about 30 at.%. Additionally, the nitrogen depth
profiles exhibit features that are consistent with trapping of nitrogen at chromium: (i)
a leading edge at the depth where the nitrogen concentration is equal to the chromium
concentration10 , and (ii) an error functional decreases from the surface to that leading edge
with a concentration offset equal to the chromium concentration (refer to Section 2.3 and
Section 4.1).

4.4.3 Modeling results

In order to apply the modeling approach of the evolution of the layer thickness at constant
surface concentration introduced in Section 2.4, we need to choose an appropriate definition
of the layer thickness X. According to trapping theory the difference between the nitrogen

8These sampies have been ion nitrided in the group of Prof. P.J. Wilbur, Department of Mechanical
Engineering, Colorado State University, CO, USA. The used ion nitriding setup is similar to the one
presented in Section 3.2 and is described in greater detail in Ref. [47). A ratio Nt :N+ ~ 80 : 20 and an
oxygen partial pressure sufficiently low to prevent reoxidation (refer to Section 4.5) are assumed. Many
thanks to Prof. D.L. Williamson, Department of Physics, Colorado School of Mines, CO, USA for providing
the sampies.

9GDOES has been performed at TAZ GmbH, See/eId, Gennany. For the principle and for details of
the analytical technique refer to Ref. [188] and references therein.

lOThe leading edge is smeared out, which can be attributed to the relatively poor depth resolution of
the GDOES technique.
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Figure 4.13: Nitrogen and chromium depth profiles obtained from GDOES
after ion nitriding for different times at T = 400°C, Ein = 0.7keV, and
p = 2.5 mA/cm2

.

depth profiles and the chromium depth profiles can be considered as the depth profile
of nitrogen on diffusion sites. Bearing a trapping mechanism in mind, it is appropriate
to define the layer thickness as half of the depth at which the nitrogen concentration is
equal to the chromium concentration. With this definition, the diffusion coefficient D in
Equation 2.16 can be considered as the diffusion coefficient of nitrogen on diffusion sites
(refer to Section 2.3 and Section 4.1). The evolution of the layer thickness, extracted
from Figure 4.13 using the above definition of the layer thickness, is shown in Figure 4.14
(dots). For relatively short times the evolution of the layer thickness obeys a parabolic
law. Following the suggestion of Dimitrov et al. [122], we determine the diffusion coefficient
by fitting Equation 2.16 to relatively smalllayer thicknesses, respectively short nitriding
times, chosen here from zero to 60 min (dashed line). The fit yields a diffusion coefficient
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Figure 4.14: The evolution of the thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer. Dots:
Thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer extracted from GDOES depth profiles
(Figure 4.13). defining the layer thickness as the distance from the surface to the
half of the depth at which the nitrogen concentration is equal to the chromium
concentration. Dashed line: Fitted evolution of the layer thickness according to
Equation 2.16. The time interval from zero to 60 min has been fitted, resulting
in D = 5.8 X 10-12 em2/s. Solid line: Fitted evolution of the layer thickness
according to Equation 2.17. The complete time interval has been fitted with D =
5.8 X 10-12 em2/s. resulting in jSR = 1 X 10-8 em/s.

D = 5.8 X 10-12 em2/s, which is in very good agreement with the activation energy and
the pre-exponential factor of diffusion of nitrogen on diffusion sites used in Seetion 4.1. As
it is expeeted due to surfaee reeession, a deviation from the parabolie behavior beeomes
more and more prominent with inereasing layer thickness. Fitting Equation 2.17 with the
same D as above to the eomplete time interval (straight line), yields a surfaee reeession
rate jSR = 1 X 10-8 em/s. This surface reeession rate is in reasonable agreement with a
TRlDYN simulation. On the basis of the obtained values for D and jSR, the layer thickness
is expected to beeome stationary at 2900 nm11 .

4.4.4 Discussion

It should be mentioned that a proper definition of the layer thiekness (in eombination
with the ehoice of ß in Equation 2.13) is a crucial point for the determination of the

11With the above definition of the layer thickness, a layer thickness of 2900 nrn corresponds to aleading
edge at a depth of approxirnately 8000 nrn.
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diffusion coefficients and surface recession rates. For example, if we would define the
layer thickness as the depth at which the nitrogen concentration is equal to the chromium
concentration, instead of halfof this depth, the modeling approach would yield a four times
larger diffusion coefficient, which, in turn, would also lead to a smaller surface recession
rate. Thus, besides inaccurate determinations of substrate temperatures, possible reasons
for the scatter of diffusion data ([73] and references therein) are (i) non-consideration of
the role of the surface oxide layer (refer to Section 4.5), (ii) determination of nitrogen
diffusion coefficients from depth profiles with nitrogen concentrations lower than the trap
concentration (refer to Section 4.1), (iii) different definitions of the layer thickness, and
(iii) neglection of surface recession.

Apparently, the modeling approach is useful to understand basic features of the layer
growth kinetics. In particular if applied in combination with SRIM or TRIDYN simula
tions, the approach provides quantitative insight into the role of the processing parameters,
including ion energy Ein and current density p. For example, the approach explains why at
relatively low ion energies (in combination with good vacuum conditions and Ein still high
enough to remove the surface oxide, respectively to prevent reoxidation) relatively thick
layers can be produced, as it has been observed in Ref. [56], and why high current densities
p may be detrimental with respect to the goal of thick layers, as it has been observed in
Ref. [47, 73].

Finally, it should be stated that ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steel is not an
ideal case for the application of the above modeling approach on the evolution of the layer
thickness. This is due to the fact that for relatively short times the nitrogen near surface
concentration is actuaHy not constant (compare to Section 4.3). Nevertheless, as long as
time and temperature regimes are considered for which the conditions (i) constant surface
concentration and (ii) D independent of time (no phase transformation) are reasonably
fulfilled, the approach is very useful, not only for ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steels,
but for transport during ion implantation and deep diffusion in general. This applies for the
determination of diffusion coefficients and surface recession rates, as weH as with respect
to process optimization towards thick layers.

4.4.5 Summary

Nitrogen and chromium depth profiles measured by glow discharge optical emission spec
troscopy on samples that have been ion nitrided at 400°0 for different relatively long times
are presented and discussed. The depth profiles reveal that a stationary nitrogen near
surface concentration of about 30 at.% establishes. Adefinition of the layer thickness ap
propriate to trapping and detrapping is given and the modeling approach for the evolution
of the layer thickness is applied (refer to Section 2.4). A diffusion coefficient of nitrogen on
diffusion sites of D = 5.8 X 10-12 cm2/s and a surface recession rate jSR = 1 X 10-8 cm/s
are determined from the evolution of the layer thickness. Both values are in reasonable
agreement with nitrogen diffusion data used in Section 4.1 and a surface recession rate
estimated by TRIDYN, respectively.
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4.5 The role of the surface oxide layer

4.5.1 Introduction
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Austenitic stainless steels exhibit a native surface oxide layer that protects the metal matrix
from corrosion. The oxide layer is believed to inhibit nitrogen diffusion or, actually, to act
as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport [1, 33, 56, 51]. Therefore, in view of process
optimization towards efficient nitriding, a pre-cleaning procedure, which is supposed to
remove the oxide layer, is generally recommended [1, 33]. It is evident, however, that it
is not sufficient to remove the native surface oxide layer prior to nitriding, but that the
surface needs to be prevented from reoxidation throughout the nitriding treatment. With
a few exceptions [77, 56], this fact, although it may be considered as a major obstacle
for successful nitriding of metals that form dense and stable native surface oxide layers
[189, 190], received little attention so far.

In this Section, we will start with some basic considerations on the surface oxide layer
and the oxygen transport during ion nitriding. Then, time resolved depth profiles obtained
from real-time elastic recoiI detection analysis during ion nitriding at different processing
parameters are presented and discussed. The experimental data are compared to semi
quantitative considerations on the oxide removal and oxide growth and to modeling re
sults. These comparisons provide insight into the role of the surface oxide layer during ion
nitriding of austenitic stainless steeI. The key questions addressed are:

• How do the processing parameters affect the thickness of the surface oxide layer?

• How does the thickness of the surface oxide layer affect the ion nitriding kinetics?

4.5.2 Basic considerations on oxide removal and oxide growth

In spite of a rather complex chemistry and composition of the surface oxide layer (refer,
for example, to Refs. [191, 192, 193, 194, 195]), for the present purpose it is reasonable to
assurne that all oxygen is present near the surface in form of a stoichiometric and lateral
homogenous Cr203-layer with a density of 5.21 g/cm3 [196]. With this assumption, an
oxygen areal density Oret = 1 X 1016 at./cm2 corresponds to 1.615 nm or 6.39 MU2. During
ion nitriding, sputtering contributes to the removal of the surface oxide layer. On the
other hand the surface oxide layer may grow due to oxidation from the residual gas. Let
us consider the oxygen transport with the following assumptions:

• The evolution of the surface oxide layer thickness is completely controlled by the
interplay of sputtering and oxidation.

• For small oxide layer thicknesses, the oxide growth rate is limited by the flux of
oxygen atoms from the residual gas onto the surface of the substrate.

12Alternatively a F~03-layer with a density of 5.24 g/cm3 (hematite) [196] may be assumed.
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• With increasing oxide layer thickness, the oxide growth rate becomes limited by the
diffusion of one or both species (oxygen or chromium) across the layer. The diffusion
limited oxide growth follows a parabolic law.

• The oxygen removal rate due to sputtering is constant during ion nitriding (if a
surface oxide layer is present).

With these assumptions the evolution of the oxide layer thickness during ion nitriding is
described by the following differential equations

dX . . f X d ko& = JrG - JOR, or > 0 an jrG < 2X' (4.13)

(4.15)

dX ko . f X 0 d' ko ( )& = 2X - JOR, or > an JrG 2: 2X' 4.14

where X denotes the oxide layer thickness, t the time, jrG the initial growth rate limited
by the rate of supply of oxygen from the residual gas, jOR the oxide removal rate due to
sputtering, and ko a rate constant of the diffusion limited oxide growth.

Equation 4.14 is formally similar to Equation 2.17, but for the description of the evolu
tion of the layer thickness we now discriminate between rate of supply limited layer growth
and diffusion limited layer growth (refer to Section 4.3.4). Qualitatively, Equation 4.13 and
Equation 4.14 predict that the surface oxide layer will be removed in case of JIG < JOR,
while in case of jrG > jOR the diffusion limited oxide growth rate and the oxide removal
rate compete and an oxide layer with a stationary thickness X stat = ko /2jOR will establish.

For quantitative estimates we assume that the initial oxide growth is given by kinetic
gas theory according to

and

where p (02) denotes the oxygen partial pressure, k the Boltzmann constant, Tg the tem
perature of the gas (taken as room temperature) and m the mass of an oxygen molecule13•

The oxide removal rate jOR is estimated according to

jOR = jin X! J (E) SYo(E) dE, (4.16)

where jin denotes the incoming fiux of energetic nitrogen atoms, J (E) the nitrogen energy
distribution and SYo(E) the oxygen sputtering yield simulated by SRIM. The surface
binding energy of oxygen Es (0), which is an important input parameter for SRIM, has
been calculated considering that the sum of the surface binding energies of chromium and
oxygen must be consistent with the thermodynamic balance (refer to Section 2.2, Equation
2.1) Taking Es (Cr) = /lHs(Cr) = 4.12eV for the pure metal [99], /lHm(O) = 5.17eV
[196], and /lHf (Cr203) = 1l.81eV [196] results in Es (0) = 6.52eV.

13For simplicity, a sticking coefficient of one is assumed and oxygen carrying molecules other than
molecular oxygen are not considered.
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4.5.3 Experimental results

Real-time ERDA during ion nitriding at different combinations of ion energy
and oxygen partial pressure

In order to corroborate these considerations, three sampies have been ion nitrided at
identical temperature and current density (T = 320°C, P = 0.2 mA/cm2), but different
combinations of ion energy Ein and oxygen partial pressure P (02 ), A first sampie has
been ion nitrided at a low ion energy and a high oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 0.3 keV,
P (02 ) = 5 X 10-3 Pa), a second sampie has been ion nitrided at a high ion energy and a
high oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 1.0keV, p (02 ) = 5 X 10-3 Pa), and a third sampie has
been ion nitrided at a high ion energy and a low oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 1.0 keV,
P (02 ) = 1 X 10-4 Pa).

Table 4.4 shows initial oxide growth rates and oxide removal rates estimated on the
basis of the above considerations. For the first two sampies the initial oxide growth rates

estimated ratesprocessing parameters

E p (02 )

(keV) (Pa)
0.3 5 x 10-3

1.0 5 X 10-3

1.0 1 X 10-4

2.67 X 1016

2.67 X 1016

5.33 X 1014

3.6 X 1014

1.3 X 1015

1.3 X 1015

Table 4.4: Estimated rates (initial oxide growth rate due to reoxidation jIG and
oxide removal rate due to sputtering jOR for different combinations of ion energy
Ein and oxygen partial pressure P(02 ),

are larger than the oxide removal rates (jIG > jOR)' The opposite holds for the third
sampie (jIG < jOR)'

For all three sampies, time resolved depth profiles have been obtained from real-time
ERDA during ion nitriding. Before starting the nitrogen ion bombardment, the sampies
were exposed to the processing temperature and the respective oxygen partial pressures for
about 20 min. Nitrogen ion bombardment starts at time t = 0 and was limited by the time
at which the nitrogen depth profile approached the maximum detection depth of real-time
ERDA.

Figure 4.15 shows time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the cor
responding evolution of areal densities for the sampie ion nitrided at the low ion energy
and the high oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 0.3 keV, p (02 ) = 5 X 10-3 Pa). Right be
fore the nitrogen ion bombardment starts, the oxygen areal density amounts to Oret =
15.5 X 1016 at./cm2 (averaged from the time interval between t = -5 min and t = 0 min),
corresponding to a 26.1 nm thick oxide layer. Upon starting the nitrogen ion bombard
ment, oxygen gets removed at an initial rate of 1.9 x 1014 at./cm2s (estimated from a linear
fit to the oxygen areal den8ity in the time interval between t = -308 and t = 1508).
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Figure 4.15: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolution of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right) obtained
from real-time ERDA. Ion nitriding at an ion energy Ein = 0.3 keV, a current
density p = 0.2mA/cm2, a sampie temperature T = 320°C, and an oxygen partial
pressure P (02) = 5 x 10-3 Pa starts at time t = 0 min.

Within the statistics of real-time ERDA, the oxygen areal density decreases continuously
and finally tends towards a stationary value of 4.3 x 1016 at./cm2 (averaged from the oxygen
areal density during the last 10 minutes of the treatment) corresponding to a 7.2 nm thick
oxide layer. The evolution of the nitrogen depth profile and areal density shows only little
nitrogen enrichment near the surface.

Figure 4.16 shows time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the corre
sponding evolution of areal densities for the sampie ion nitrided at the high ion energy
and the high oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 1.0 keV, P (02) = 5 X 10-3 Pa). Right be
fore the nitrogen ion bombardment starts, the oxygen areal density amounts to Oret =
11.7 x 1016 at./cm2 (averaged from the time interval between t = -5min and t = omin) ,
corresponding to a 19.7nm thick oxide layer. Upon starting the nitrogen ion bombardment,
oxygen gets removed at an initial rate of 2.3 x 1014 at./cm2s (estimated from a linear fit to
the oxygen areal density in the time interval between t = -30 sand t = 90 s). Again the
oxide removal rate slows down continuously. Already after about 5 minutes, a stationary
oxygen areal density of 1.3 x 1016 at./cm2 (averaged from the oxygen areal density between
t = 10 min and t = 20 min) establishes, corresponding to a 2.2 nm thick oxide layer. The
evolution of the depth profile and areal density of nitrogen shows that, with a delay cor
responding to a significant reduction of the oxygen areal density, nitrogen concentrations
exceeding a few atomic percent are established in the subsurface. With increasing ion
nitriding time the nitrogen depth profile spreads out towards depth at a rate of approxi
mately 5 nm/min. The corresponding nitrogen retention rate (estimated from a linear fit
to the nitrogen areal density in the time interval between t = 10 min and t = 20 min)
amounts to 4.9 x 1013 at./cm2s. After an ion nitriding time of 23.5min the nitrogen depth
profile approaches the maximum detection depth of real-time ERDA and the nitrogen ion
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Figure 4.16: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolution of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right) obtained
from real-time ERDA. For the units of the color scale refer to Figure 4.15. Ion
nitriding at an ion energy Ein = 1.0keV, a current density p = 0.2mA/cm2

, a
sampie temperature T = 320°C, and an oxygen partial pressure P(02 ) = 5 X

10-3 Pa starts at time t = 0 min and stops at time t = 23.5 min.

bombardment is stopped. Subsequently, the oxygen areal density increases at an initial
rate of 1.55 x 1014 at./cm2 (estimated from a linear fit to the oxygen areal density in the
time interval between t = 23.5 min and t = 25 min). During the 25 minutes following the
stop of the nitriding ion bombardment, the oxygen areal density tends towards its initial
value.

Figure 4.17 shows time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the corre
sponding evolution of areal densities for the sampie ion nitrided at the high ion energy
and the low oxygen partial pressure (Ein = 1.0 keV, p (02 ) = 1 x 10-4 Pa). Right be
fore the nitrogen ion bombardment starts, the oxygen areal density amounts to Oret =
7.4 X 1016 at./cm2 (averaged from the time interval between t = -5 min and t = 0 min),
corresponding to a 12.5 nm thick oxide layer. Upon starting the nitriding ion bombard
ment, oxygen gets removed at an initial rate of 3.1 x 1014 at./cm2s (estimated from a linear
fit to the oxygen areal density in the time interval between t = -30 sand t = 30 s).
Quickly, the oxygen areal density amounts to less than 2 x 1015 at./cm2 (averaged from
the oxygen areal density between 2min and 4min), which is in the range of the possible
background (refer to Section 3.3.3). The evolution of the depth profile and areal density
of nitrogen show that, quickly after nitrogen ion bombardment starts, high concentrations
of nitrogen are established in the subsurface. The nitrogen depth profile spreads out to
wards depth at a rate of approximately 30 nm/min. The corresponding nitrogen retention
rate (estimated from a linear fit to the oxygen areal density in the time interval between
t = 0.5 min and t = 3.5 min) amounts to 4.3 x 1014 at./cm2s . Already after 4 min the ni
trogen depth profile approaches the maximum detection depth of real-time ERDA and the
nitrogen ion bombardment is stopped. Subsequently, the nitrogen depth profile broadens
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Figure 4.17: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolution of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right) obtained
from real-time ERDA. For the units of the color scale refer to Figure 4.15. Ion
nitriding at an ion energy Ein = 1.0keV, a current density p = 0.2mA/cm2

, a
sam pie temperature T = 320°0, and an oxygen partial pressure P (02) = 1 X

10-4 Pa starts at time t = 0 min and stops at time t = 4 min.

with no evidence of nitrogen release (the nitrogen areal density remains almost constant)
and the oxygen areal density increases up to its initial thickness at an initial growth rate
of 3.2 x 1013 at./cm2s (estimated from a linear fit to the oxygen areal density in the time
interval between t = 4min and t = 10min).

Apparently the above data sustain our considerations on the oxygen transport. As
expected, a surface oxide layer with stationary non-zero thickness establishes at the two
high oxygen partial pressures where jra > JOR, while the surface oxide layer is essentially
removed at the low oxygen partial pressure where jIG < jOR. Additionally, at Ein =
1.0 keV, p (02 ) = 5 x 10-3 Pa the stationary oxide thickness is significantly smaller than
at Ein = 0.3 keV, p (02 ) = 5 X 10-3 Pa, which is consistent with a lower oxide removal
rate at the lower ion energy. Further, the nitrogen retention rate at Ein = 0.3 keV is
negligible compared to respective rates at the higher ion energy. At this ion energy the
mean projected range of nitrogen is much smaller than the stationary oxide layer thickness
and, apparently, the nitrogen implanted into the surface oxide layer gets reemitted to the
residual gas rather than contributing to in-depth diffusion. This is a strong evidence that
the surface oxide layer actually acts as a barrier for diffusional transport of nitrogen.

Real-time ERDA during ion nitriding at different oxygen partial pressure

In a more systematical investigation focussing on the role of the oxygen partial pressure
aseries of sampies has been ion nitrided at identical ion energy, current density, and
temperature (Ein = 2keV, p = 0.2mA/cm2

, and T = 320°0), but different oxygen partial
pressures (varied from p (02) = 9 X 10-3 Pa down to p (02) < 3 X 10-5 Pa). Before
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Figure 4.18: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (Ieft) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolution of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right) obtained
from real-time ERDA. Ion nitriding at an ion energy Ein = 2.0 keV, a current
density p = 0.2 mA/cm2 , a sampie temperature T = 320°C, and different oxygen
partial pressure P (02 ) starts at time t = 0 min and stops at time t = 10 min.
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starting the nitrogen ion bombardment that lasted 10 min, the sampies were exposed to
the processing temperature and the respective oxygen partial pressures for about 20 min.

Figure 4.18 shows time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the corre
sponding evolution of areal densities at three selected oxygen partial pressures. As expected
from the above considerations on the oxide growth and the oxide removal, at all oxygen
partial pressures the thickness of the oxide tends towards a stationary value. The station
ary thickness becomes smaller with decreasing oxygen partial pressure and is essentially
zero at the lowest oxygen partial pressure, where JIG < jOR (compare to Table 4.5). At
the highest oxygen partial pressure only relatively small amounts of nitrogen are retained
after 10 min, while at the two other oxygen partial pressures the leading edges of the ni
trogen profiles exceed the detection limit of real-time ERDA already after about 5 min.
Apparently, the oxygen partial pressure is a key parameter for successful ion nitriding of
austenite stainless steel.

Comparing the dynamic nitrogen depth profiles measured at the two lower oxygen par-
tial pressures, it appears that at p (02) = 3 x 10-4 Pa a higher nitrogen concentration
level builds up than at p (02) < 3 X 10-5 Pa. This observation is confirmed by comparing
the evolution of the nitrogen near surface concentrations and the evolution of the nitrogen
areal densities, respectively. Indeed at p (02) = 3 X 10-4 Pa both the nitrogen near sur
face concentration (more than 20 at.% compared to about 15 at.%) as well as the nitrogen
retention rate (about 8.5 x 1014 at./cm2s compared to about 6.5 x 1014 at./cm2s) are sig
nificantly larger than at the low oxygen partial pressure. This suggests that a thin surface
oxide layer improves the ion nitriding kinetics. Such a feature is consistent with the surface
oxide layer acting as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport and the picture that only
nitrogen which gets implanted behind the surface oxide is retained in the sampie. Ir the
nitrogen ion energy is high, respectively the thickness of the surface oxide layer is small
but not zero, most of the nitrogen gets implanted behind the surface oxide. Concurrently
the nitrogen release rate will be reduced compared to a completely removed surface oxide
layer, since the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen decreases14

• Thus, higher nitrogen re
tention rates resulting in higher concentration gradients and faster nitrogen influxes can
be expected.

Real-time ERDA during ion nitriding at different ion energies

To corroborate this picture, which is also consistent with the data obtained for the sampie
ion nitrided at Ein = 1.0keV and p (02) = 5 X 10-3 Pa (Figure 4.16), we tried to ion nitride
two sampies at the same oxygen areal densities, but different ion energies. Figure 4.19 shows
time resolved depth profiles of oxygen and nitrogen and the corresponding evolution of areal
densities for these two sampies. At both ion energies the oxygen areal density that is present
before the nitrogen ion bombardment starts, amounts to about Oret = 6 X 1016 0/cm2

,

corresponding to an oxide layer thickness of approximately 10 nm. It takes about 10 min
to establish a desired oxygen areal density of approximately 2 x 1016 O/cm2 corresponding
to an oxide layer thickness of approximately 3.2 nm. Although the mean value of the
oxygen areal density between t = 10min and t = 20min is slightly lower at Ein = O.4keV

14'Recall that sputtered atoms originate from the topmost 2 to 3 atomic layers [90].
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Figure 4.19: Time resolved depth profiles of oxygen (left) and nitrogen (center)
and corresponding evolution of oxygen and nitrogen areal densities (right) obtained
from real-time ERDA. Ion nitriding at a temperature T = 320°C. a current density
p = 0.1 mA/cm2 , and different ion energies Ein = OAkeV (top) and Ein = 2.0 keV
(bottom) starts at time t = 0 min and stops at time t = 20 min. The oxygen partial
pressure P (02 ) has been adjusted such that an almost constant areal density of
oxygen established after about 10 min.

(2.3 X 1016 at./cm2 compared to 2.6 x 1016 at./cm2 at E = 2.0 keV) the mean nitrogen
retention rate during this time interval is about three times larger at the higher energy
(1.6 x 1014 at./cm2s at Ein = 2.0keV compared to 5 x 1Q13 at./cm2s at Ein = OAkeV).
According to SRIM simulations, the amount of nitrogen being implanted behind the surface
oxide amounts to 15% of the incoming nitrogen fiux (p = 0.1 mA/cm2 correspond to
9.4 x 1014 N/ cm2s) at the higher energy and to 5% at the lower energy. Comparison of
the experimental results with these prediction of SRlM simulations yields good agreement
with respect to the ratio of retained nitrogen at the higher and the lower energy as weIl as
with respect to the absolute values of the nitrogen retention rate. Thus, the applicability
of our picture is supported.
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4.5.4 Modeling results

Now let us consider the evolution of the surface oxide during ion nitriding more closely.
Figure 4.20 shows the measured evolution of the oxygen areal densities, respectively of the
oxide layer thickness, for the complete set of sampIes ion nitrided at different oxygen partial
pressure (refer to Figure 4.18). The oxide layer thickness being present before starting the
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Figure 4.20: Evolution of oxygen areal densities. respectively oxide layer thick
nesses. obtained experimentally from real-time ERDA before. during and after ion
nitriding at different oxygen partial pressures (squares) and as calculated according
to Equation 4.13 and Equation 4.14 with the values given in Table 4.5 (solid line).
Additionally shown is the increase of the oxide layer thickness that would be ex
pected after stopping the nitriding assuming the same ko ) (dashed line). For the
ion nitriding parameters refer to the caption of Figure 4.18.
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P(02) JIG jOR Xini X stat ko X d2s

(Pa) (nm/s) (nm/s) (nm) (nm) (nm2/s) (nm)
9 x 10-3 7.8 0.16 9.2 5.1 1.60 0.10
3 x 10-3 2.6 0.16 10.3 4.1 1.27 0.24
9 x 10-4 0.78 0.16 3.2 2.3 0.73 0.47
3 x 10-4 0.26 0.16 2.1 0.5 (0.16) (0.31)
9 x 10-5 0.078 0.16 1.3 0.2

< 3 x 10-5 < 0.026 0.16 1.2 0.1

Table 4.5: Measured values and values resulting from the modeling approach for
the evolution of the surface oxide layer thickness. JIG and jOR were calculated
according to Equation 4.15, respectively Equation 4.16. Xini and Xstat were taken
from the real-time ERDA measurements by averaging over time intervals between
t = -5min and t = Omin, respectively between t = 7min and t = 10min. ko
and Xd2s were calculated according to Equation 4.13 and Equation 4.14 using the
earlier values.

nitrogen ion bombardment varies from about 10 nm at the highest oxygen partial pressure
down to about 1nm at the lowest oxygen partial pressure. About 7 min after starting the
ion nitriding alI sampies exhibit an almost stationary oxide layer thickness, varying from
about 5nm at the highest oxygen partial pressure down to less than 0.5 nm at the lowest
oxygen partial pressure. With decreasing oxygen partial pressure the stationary thickness
appears to be reached after shorter times and at lower values. Besides at the lowest oxygen
partial pressure, the oxide layer thickness starts to increase significantly after stopping the
nitrogen ion bombardment at t = 10 min.

For a quantitative modeling of the evolution of the oxide thickness during ion nitriding
we recall Equation 4.13 and Equation 4.14. Table 4.5 lists the initial growth rates jlG and
the oxide removal rates due to sputtering iOR that are estimated according to Equation 4.15
and Equation 4.16 from the different oxygen partial pressures, respectively from the ion
energies and the current densities. Additionally listed are the inital and stationary oxide
thickness Xini, respectively X stat , that have been measured by means of real-time ERDA,
the rate constant ko and the thickness X<:\2s, that is, the oxide thickness at which the oxide
growth is expected to change from diffusion limited growth to rate of supply limited growth
(at decreasing oxide thickness). The latter values were calculated according Equation 4.13
and Equation 4.14 using ko = 2jOR X stat and X<:\2s = ko I 2jlG)'

For the two lowest oxygen partial pressures jlG is much smaller than iOR' Thus, the
surface oxide layer is expected to be removed completely and neither ko nor Xd28 can be
calculated. For the three highest oxygen partial pressures, jlG is much bigger than jOR.
Thus, a non-zero stationary oxide thickness is expected. From the measured stationary
thickness Xstat , the rate constant ko can be calculated assuming jOR to be correct. From
the rate constant ko, in turn, the thickness X<:\2s can be calculated assuming X jni to be
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correct, and for the intermediate oxygen partial pressure of 3 x 10-4 Pa, jIG is only sightly
higher than jOR' Deviations of the physical reality from the assumed values (for example
due to a sticking coefficient of 0.5 instead of 1) could easily lead to the case where a zero
stationary thickness would be expected. Thus, the calculated values of ko and X d2s are
given in parentheses for this oxygen partial pressure.

4.5.5 Discussion

The above data demonstrate that the surface oxide layer actually acts as a barrier for
diffusional nitrogen transport and provide evidence that the thickness of the surface oxide
layer is completely controlled by the interplay of sputtering and oxidation. The data also
suggest that the surface oxide layer may be used beneficially in order to improve the ion
nitriding kinetics.

As for the two highest oxygen partial pressures the measured reduction of the thickness
immediately after starting the nitriding is slower than expected from the calculation it is
likely that the oxide removal rate jOR as it has been taken from the SRlM simulation is
overestimated (which, in turn, would lead to a smaller ko). This might be due to the
formation of an oxynitride layer and thus to a depletion of oxygen in the depth region from
where the sputtered atoms originate.

Apparently, the measured increase of the layer thickness after stopping the nitriding
is slower than it would be expected assuming the same ko. Besides the potential error in
the calculation of ko due to an overestimated oxide removal rate, possible reasons for the
deviation may occur from simplified assumptions on the oxidation kinetics (refer to Section
4.5.2). One reason that should be mentioned explicitly in this context, is the fact that the
net electric current, which is often assumed to play an important role for oxidation kinetics
[108], is zero before and after ion nitriding but non-zero during ion nitriding.

A third thing to be discussed is the measured stationary thickness Xstat at the lower
oxygen partial pressures. Though it is smalI, it is not zero. While at the two lowest
oxygen partial pressures the reason can be due-to background produced by pile up (refer to
Section 3.3.3), the thickness measured at the intermediate oxygen partial pressure p (02) =
3 x 10-4 Pa exceeds the possible background. Nevertheless, at this stationary thickness the
layer growth is not necessary limited by diffusional growth, since the assumption of a
constant oxide removal rate is probably not fulfilled at layer thicknesses of less than 3 ML.
At such small layer thicknesses jOR will decrease with decreasing layer thickness, since
the sputtered atoms originate from this depth interval [90]. A rigorous consideration of
this feature leads to a depth depending oxide removal rate in Equation 4.13 such that a
non-zero stationary thickness controlled by the interplay of initial oxide growth and oxide
removal due to sputtering would be expected at jOR(X) = jIG.

4.5.6 Summary

A modeling approach for the evolution of the thickness of the surface oxide layer is pre
sented. The approach bases on the assumption that during ion nitriding the surface oxide
layer thickness is completely controlled by the interplay of sputtering and oxidation and
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differentiates between oxide layer growth limited by diffusion and oxide layer growth lim
ited by the rate of oxygen supply. This modeling approach allows for predictions on how
the processing parameters affect the thickness of the surface oxide layer. Data obtained by
real-time ERDA during ion nitriding at different combinations of ion energy and oxygen
partial pressure, respectively at different oxygen partial presssure, support the applicabil
ity of the modeling approach. For example, a surface oxide layer with stationary non-zero
thickness establishes if the expected initial oxide growth rate is larger than the expected
oxide removal rate due to sputtering while the surface oxide layer is essentially removed in
the opposed case. The data also provide strong evidence that the surface oxide layer acts
as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport and that the oxygen partial pressure is a key
parameter for successful nitriding. Additionally, the data suggest that a thin surface may
improve the ion nitriding kinetics. Such a feature is consistent with a surface oxide layer
that acts as as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport and with the picture and that
only nitrogen which gets implanted behind the layer is retained in the sample. This picture
is corroborated by comparing real-time ERDA data obtained at different ion energies and
similar stationary oxide layer thicknesses with predictions of SRIM simulations.



Chapter 5

Summary

The purpose of this work is to improve the understanding of nitrogen transport during ion
nitriding of austenitic stainless steel and of transport during surface modification of metals
by ion implantation and deep diffusion in general.

An experiment that allows to describe the ion nitriding process in terms of a reasonable
number of relevant processing parameters has been set up. These processing parameters
can be varied independently and are closely coupled to physical parameters. With these
features the premise for a feasible description of the nitrogen transport in terms of physics
is fulfilled. The results are not limited to the specific process or setup, but they can be com
pared or transferred to an arbitrary surface modification process the physical parameters
of which are known.

In order to gain experimental data, ion beam analysis has been employed extensively.
An experiment that combines ion nitriding with the ion beam analytic method elastic
recoil detection analysis deserves particular emphasize. This combined experiment allows
for simultaneous, time resolved measurements of absolute concentration depth profiles of
nitrogen and oxygen during ion nitriding.

Furthermore, transport models that allow for quantitative predictions have been re
sumed and refined. Modeling results have been compared to experimental data in order
to check the applicability of the models and in order to characterize relevant transport
mechanisms.

The issues that are directly addressed include:

The structural nature of the nitrogen enriched layer produced during successful
ion nitriding of austenitic stainless steel is investigated by means of glancing angle x-ray
diffraction spectroscopy. The diffraction data are consistent with a single phase layer with
nitrogen in interstitial solid solution. As it is expected on the basis of Hägg's rule and
Vegard's law, an expansion of the host lattice volume is observed, that is in first order
linear with the ratio of nitrogen to hast atoms. Comparison with lattice expansions and
structural data measured elsewhere suggests that the lattice expansion is not only affected
by the nitrogen content, but also by the thickness of the altered layer.

81
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The diffusion mechanism of nitrogen is investigated by means of nuclear reaction
analysis and slow positron implantation spectroscopy. A defect-mediated diffusion mecha
nism can not be substantiated. A qualitative trapping mechanism, that has been proposed
elsewhere, ean not be supported as weIl. However, depth profiles of 14N and 15N, measured
by means of nuclear reaction analysis on sampies that were subsequently ion nitrided with
the two nitrogen isotopes, exhibit intriguing similarities to what would be expected from
trapping if the traps are shallow enough to allow for detrapping. Therefore, a model for
the diffusion of nitrogen in austenitic stainless steel at temperatures around 400°C is pre
sented and discussed. The model considers the diffusion of nitrogen under the infiuence
of trapping and detrapping at trap sites formed by loeal ehromium. This assumptions is
consistent with our interpretation of the structural nature of the nitrogen enriched layer
and plausible both from a thermodynamical and from a phenomenologieal point of view.
Nitrogen depth profiles calculated on the basis of the model, assuming a pre-exponential
factor of 10-3 cm2/s, a diffusion activation energy of 1.1 eV, and a detrapping activation
energy of 1.45 eV, are in good agreement with the experimental 14N and 15N depth profiles.

The role of potential incorporation and release mechanisms is investigated by
means ofreal-time elastic recoil detection analysis and nuclear reaction analysis. The exper
iments provide evidenee that absorption and desorption do not signifieantly contribute to
nitrogen ineorporation and release, respeetively. An approach to model the nitrogen reten
tion during ion nitriding in terms of purely ballistic mechanisms is presented and compared
to experimental data. Modeling results and experimental results show reasonable agree
ment indicating that nitrogen incorporation and release are dominated by ion implantation
and sputtering, respectively. Moreover, the role of a nitrogen (super)saturation limit and
a possible additional release mechanism related to it is discussed.

The evolution of the thickness of the nitrogen enriched layer is investigated
by means of glow discharge optieal emission spectroscopy. Nitrogen and chromium depth
profiles measured on sampies that have been ion nitrided at 400°C for different relatively
long times are presented and discussed. The depth profiles reveal that a stationary nitrogen
near surface coneentration of about 30 at.%establishes. Adefinition of the layer thickness
appropriate to trapping and detrapping is given and a modeling approach is applied to fit
the evolution of the layer thickness. The fit results in a diffusion eoefficient of nitrogen
on diffusion sites of 5.8 x 10-12 em2/s and a surface reeession rate of 1 x 10-8 em/s. Both
values are in reasonable agreement with nitrogen diffusion data used to model 14N and 15N
depth profiles and a surfaee reeession rate predieted by TRlDYN simulations, respeetively.

The role of the surface oxide layer is investigated by means of real-time elastie recoil
detection analysis. A modeling approach for the evolution of the thickness of the surface
oxide layer is presented. The approach is based on the assumption that during ion nitriding
the surface oxide layer thiekness is eompletely controlled by the interplay of sputtering and
oxidation and differentiates between oxide layer growth limited by diffusion and oxide layer
growth limited by the rate of oxygen supply. In eombination with basic eonsiderations on
the oxide growth and SRIM simulations this approach allows for predietions on how the
proeessing parameters affect the thickness of the surface oxide layer. Data obtained from
real-time ERDA during ion nitriding at different combinations of ion energy and oxygen
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partial pressure, respeetively at different oxygen partial pressure, sustain the applieability
of the modeling approach. For example, a surfaee oxide layer with stationary non-zero
thiekness establishes if the expeeted initial oxide growth rate is larger than the expeeted
oxide removal rate while the surfaee oxide layer is essentially removed in the opposed ease.
The data also provide strong evidenee that the surface oxide layer acts as a barrier for
diffusional nitrogen transport and that the oxygen partial pressure is a key parameter for
sueeessful nitriding. Additionally, the data suggest that a thin surfaee oxide layer may
improve the ion nitriding kineties. Such a feature is eonsistent with a surfaee oxide layer
that aets as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport and with the picture and that only
nitrogen which gets implanted behind the layer is retained in the sampie. This pieture is
eorroborated by eomparing real-time ERDA data obtained at different ion energies and
similar stationary oxide layer thieknesses with predietions of SRlM simulations.

What are the technological consequences of the investigations presented in this
work? The most important findings related to this question are strong evidenee that (i)
the surfaee oxide layer aets as a barrier for diffusional nitrogen transport, (ii) ineorporation
and release of nitrogen are dominated by ion implantation and sputtering, respeetively,
and (iii) the evolution of both nitrogen enriched layer thicknesses and surfaee oxide layer
thieknesses ean be deseribed by a relatively simple differential equation. Assuming that
these findings also apply for plasma nitriding and remote plasma nitriding techniques, for
whieh Ref. [185, 88] provide some evidenee, it seems that features of ion-solid interaction
deserve more attention in modeling the results of plasma diffusion treatments in general.
With this assumption the technologieal key question [73]: Is there a clear advantage of
a particular teehnique or set of proeessing eonditions? ean be answered quantitatively
on the basis of the presented modeling approaehes and qualitatively as follows. For an
efficient nitriding of austenitie stainless steel the surfaee oxide layer has to be removed
or the ion energy has to be sufficiently high to implant nitrogen behind the surface oxide
layer. In plasma nitriding the ion energy will not be sufficient to implant large amount of
nitrogen behind the surfaee oxide layer. Thus, good vaeuum conditions, in particular low
partial pressures of oxygen containing moleeules, are essential for successful nitriding. If
this pre-condition is complied, relatively thick nitrogen enriched layers may be produced,
since the relatively low ion energies are linked to relatively low surface erosion rates. In
plasma immersion ion implantation and other remote plasma nitriding techniques that use
relatively high ion energies, large amounts of nitrogen can be implanted behind the surface
oxide layer. Vacuum conditions do not have to be as good as during plasma nitriding. In
fact, properly adjusted oxygen partial pressures may be introduced intentionally, since a
surface oxide with a relatively small stationary thickness will improve the nitrogen retention
rate.



Appendix A

Consequences of an oscillating
energy

•Ion

After finishing this work, the nitrogen ion beam extracted from the ion source has been
analyzed using a commercial mass spectrometer1. As a result of these investigations, the
assumptions made on the ion energy distribution f (E) and on the ratio of molecular to
atomic nitrogen ions Nt : N+ are questionable (refer to Section 3.2). Most likely, the ion
energy distribution was not relatively sharp, but subject to a strong oszillation around Ein,
This oszillation appears to be reasonably described by

E (t) = Ein + Ein sin (2rrvt) , (A.1)

where E (t) denotes the time dependent ion energy and v the frequency of the oszillation
(100 Hz). Additionally, it appears more reasonable to assurne a ratio Nt : N+ = 80 : 20
instead of 50 : 50. In this Appendix, consequences of these findings are briefly discussed.

Solving Equation A.1 for time and deriving with respect to energy results in the ion
energy distribution

f (E) = I Ein 2 1, (A.2)V1 - (E(~~Ein)

which is shown for Ein = 1 keV and Ein = 2 keV in Figure A.1.
Now, let us recall how the ion energy distribution f (E) and the ratio Nt : N+ have

been used in this work. In general, they appear in the frame of modeling approaches.
For example, they enter into equations that have been used to estimate the amount of
retained nitrogen Nret (refer to Section 4.3) or the oxide removal rate iOR (refer to Section
4.5). In both cases, products of the flux of incoming energetic nitrogen atoms iin, and
the partial sputtering yield of nitrogen SYN , respeetively of oxygen SYo, appear in the
equations. As a consequence of the different ratio Nt : N+, iin inereases by 20% from
iin = 1.5 x pie to iin = 1.8 x pie, where p denotes the current density and e the elementary
charge (refer to Section 3.2). On the other hand, the partial sputtering yields decrease.
Both the higher amount of molecular ions and the symmetrie energy distribution around

lThese investigations have been performed by Dr. T. Chevolleau and Miss T. Thlbizova.
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Figure A.l: Ion energy distributions according to Equation A.l resulting for an
ion energy oszillating around Ein = 1keV, respectively around Ein = 2 keV.

Ein eontribute to this deerease2. Thus, the higher value of jin will be partly eompensated
or even overeompensated by lower values of the partial sputtering yields.

For example, let us eonsider the expeeted oxide removal rate JOR, whieh is given in
Section 4.5 by Equation 4.16

jOR = jin X / f (E) 81'0 (E) dEo (A.3)

Figure A.2 shows the energy dependenee of 81'0 (E) as simulated by SRlM for N+ into
Cr203. Additionally shown are the results for the integral f f (E) 81'0 (E) dE, onee for
Nt : N+ = 50 : 50 and sharp energy distribution, and onee for Nt : N+ = 80 : 20 and en
ergy distributions given by Equation A.2. The latter have been evaluated numerieallr.

For example, at a kinetie energy Ein = 2keV, a eurrent density p = 0.2mA/em2, a
ratio of moleeular to atomic nitrogen ions Nt : N+ = 50 : 50, and sharp energy distribution
around Ein, the expected oxide removal rate results as jOR = 1.872 X 1015 x 0.51 = 9.55 x
1Q14 0/em2s, while at the same Ein and p, but Nt: N+ = 80: 20 and energy distributions
given by Equation A.2 the expected oxide removal rate results as jOR = 2.247 X 1015 x
0.415 = 9.32 x 1014 0/em2s.

In the energy range of interest the resulting deviations are smaller than 25%. Such
changes do not substantially deteriorate the quality of the results, since the above formulas

2Recall that (i) the sputtering yield has been defined as a mean number per incident particle, (ii) Nt
with a kinetie energy Etn can be considered as two N+, each with a kinetie energy Etn/2, and (ili) in the
energy range of intereSt the sputtering yield normally increases convex upwards with increasing ion energy.

3Many thanks to Mr. eh. Klein for stimulating discussions and an introduction to the program MAPLE.
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- and the modeling approaches in general - are employed to estimate transport measures.

--
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